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Abstra t
Experimental resear h shows that human senten e pro essing uses information from dierent levels of linguisti
synta ti

analysis, for example lexi al and

preferen es as well as semanti

plausibility.

Existing

omputa-

tional models of human senten e pro essing, however, have fo used primarily on lexi o-synta ti

fa tors. Those models that do a

ount for semanti

plausibility ee ts la k a general model of human plausibility intuitions at
the senten e level.

Within a probabilisti

framework, we propose a wide-

overage model that both assigns themati

roles to verb-argument pairs and

determines a preferred interpretation by evaluating the plausibility of the
resulting

(verb, role , argument )

triples.

of role-annotated language data.
tion of the semanti

The model is trained on a

orpus

We also present a transparent integra-

model with an in remental probabilisti

demonstrate that both the semanti

parser.

plausibility model and the

We

ombined

syntax/semanti s model predi t judgment and reading time data from the
experimental literature.

1. Introdu tion
Human language pro essing draws upon a range of information sour es, as demonstrated by experimental results whi h reveal the rapid inuen e of lexi al, stru tural, and
semanti

fa tors on ambiguity resolution (e.g., Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Kello, 1993; Stowe,
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1989; Taraban & M Clelland, 1988; Ma Donald, 1994; Garnsey, Pearlmutter, Myers, & Loto ky, 1997). The senten e pro essing me hanism is

apable of seamlessly integrating these

diverse information sour es, while remaining extremely fast, a

urate and robust towards

in orre t and noisy input.
Implemented

omputational models oer an opportunity to investigate the me ha-

nisms underlying the pro essor's ability to integrate information from a variety of sour es.
Su h models demand the pre ise spe i ation of the hypotheses they implement and they
an generate testable predi tions. However, most existing senten e pro essing models have
fo used on lexi o-synta ti

fa tors only. Even models that do a

ount for ee ts of semanti

plausibility la k a general predi tion me hanism for human plausibility intuitions on the

wide overage,

senten e level. Furthermore, the human parser's
wide range of linguisti
a

phenomena, and to

i.e., its ability to handle a

ope with previously unseen material, remains

hallenge for many models that are designed to

over only a small number of spe i

phenomena.
In this paper, we propose the SynSem-Integration model, whi h
tal probabilisti
Semanti

parsing model with a new

plausibility is a

as the themati

ombines an in remen-

ount of semanti

plausibility.

omplex and multifa eted notion, whi h our model approximates

t between a verb and its arguments, given the sense of the verb.

model implements a probabilisti
from

omputational a

notion of themati

orpus data. The SynSem-Integration model is wide

material it has not en ountered in the training
arbitrary linguisti

The

t and learns the relevant information
overage, i.e., it is able to pro ess

orpus, and it is general enough to handle

phenomena, at least in prin iple.

The spe trum of existing
ten e pro essing is large.

omputational models proposed to a

ount for human sen-

There are models based on a small set of xed parsing rules

or prin iples (e.g., Frazier, 1978; Abney, 1989; Cro ker, 1996), models fo using on memory
onstraints and other

ognitive

onstraints (e.g., Gibson, 1991; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005),

on-

ne tionist models (e.g., Rohde, 2002; Mayberry, 2003) and hybrid symboli / onne tionist
a

ounts (e.g., Stevenson, 1994; Vosse & Kempen, 2000).
However, all of these models only provide restri ted a

ounts of a property of the

human senten e pro essor that is key to explaining its robustness and wide

overage (e.g.,

Jurafsky, 2003; Cro ker, 2005; Chater & Manning, 2006), viz., the pervasiveness of frequen y
ee ts on dierent levels of pro essing. There is eviden e for the ee t of lexi al

ategory

frequen ies (e.g., Trueswell, 1996; Cro ker & Corley, 2002), verb sub ategorization frame
frequen ies (e.g., Trueswell et al., 1993; Garnsey et al., 1997), and stru tural frequen ies (e.g.,
Cuetos, Mit hell, & Corley, 1996).

Fully

models su h as the ones referen ed above
ee ts, and display

onne tionist or hybrid
ould in prin iple a

onne tionist/symboli

ount for su h frequen y

onsiderable robustness to noisy input. However, these models require

large amounts of training data, and many training iterations, whi h makes it di ult to
s ale them up to a realisti ally wide

overage of linguisti

This problem is addressed by two
probabilisti

lasses of

phenomena.

omputational models that are expli itly

and use stru tural frequen ies estimated from

based models and onstraint-based models.

Probabilisti

orpora:

probabilisti grammar-

grammar-based models have evolved

from Jurafsky's (1996) proposal and subsequent work by Cro ker and Brants (2000). This
approa h uses a probabilisti

ontext-free grammar to en ode information about lexi al and

stru tural preferen es. The model in rementally assigns ea h analysis a probability on the
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basis of the grammar rules applied, where rule probabilities are estimated from a training
orpus. The human parser is assumed to entertain all possible analyses whose probability
ex eeds a

ertain threshold. Pro essing di ulty arises when an analysis that was previously

dispreferred turns out to be
models thus a

orre t based on subsequent input. Probabilisti

ount both for the generation of alternative analyses in

and for pro essing di ulty that
and wide

grammar-based

ase of an ambiguity

an arise from resolving su h ambiguities. Their robustness

overage stems from the fa t that they use large, probabilisti

from a treebank, a synta ti ally annotated training
A variant of this type of approa h is the

grammars indu ed

orpus.

surprisal model

proposed by Hale (2001)

(see also Levy, 2008). This model predi ts pro essing di ulty by monitoring in remental
hanges in the probability distribution over all possible analyses of the input. It predi ts
in reased pro essing load at the point where analyses with a large probability mass are
dis onrmed (whi h indi ates the integration of a word with high surprisal or information
value).
a

Surprisal-based models assume a wide- overage grammar, whi h allows them to

ount for the human senten e pro essing system's robustness.

They are also

apable

of predi ting pro essing di ulty for non-ambiguous phenomena su h as relative

lause

embedding. However, sin e they do not aim at dire tly predi ting parsing preferen es and
ambiguity resolution pro esses, we will fo us on the rst type of probabilisti

grammar-based

models here.
A

ommon short oming of all probabilisti -grammar based models is that they do

not naturally integrate fa tors beyond the lexi o-synta ti
abilisti

ontext-free grammar. Spe i ally, they

as they have at best a synta ti

information en oded in a prob-

annot a

ount for semanti

argument, and would require vast amounts of training data to rea h su ient
su h information to reliably predi t plausibility ee ts.

els.

The se ond
A

plausibility,

representation of the relationship between a verb and its

lass of expli itly probabilisti

models in ludes

overage of

onstraint integration mod-

ounts like that of Spivey-Knowlton (1996) or Narayanan and Jurafsky (2002) expli -

itly fo us on the integration of a wide range of probabilisti

onstraints on linguisti

pro ess-

ing. They sele t the preferred analysis from a pool of pre-spe ied possible stru tures for an
ambiguous input, using

ompetition for a tivation (in the

or Bayesian reasoning (in the

in the same way as for probabilisti
(2002) approa h, while

ase of Spivey-Knowlton, 1996),

ase of Narayanan & Jurafsky, 2002). Di ulty is predi ted
grammar-based models by Narayanan and Jurafsky's

ompetition-based models link pro essing di ulty to the time the

system takes to settle on a preferred analysis (Spivey-Knowlton, 1996); it
if all

onstraints prefer the same analysis and slowly if there is

onverges qui kly

oni ting eviden e.

Constraint integration models are well suited to model the inuen e of semanti
sibility, whi h they

an a hieve by simply introdu ing additional

plau-

onstraints. A disadvantage

of these models, however, is that they have no theoreti ally motivated way of determining
the values of su h

onstraints; they are typi ally instantiated from semanti

judgments. Another disadvantage of

plausibility

onstraint-integration models is that they require

on-

straints to be spe ied by hand and separately for every phenomenon; it is therefore di ult
to a hieve a wide

overage of phenomena, and to deal with unseen input. Furthermore, by

looking only at a small number of pre-spe ied alternatives, these models leave aside the
non-trivial question of how synta ti

analyses are

onstru ted in the rst pla e. They also

assume an unrealisti ally low level of ambiguity: probabilisti

grammar models demonstrate
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an have hundreds or

onstraint-based models typi ally only deal with two or three

pre-sele ted alternatives for ambiguous fragments.
In our dis ussion of both types of expli itly probabilisti
that one basi
a

di ulty for

ounting for human semanti

onsider lexi o-synta ti

models, it has be ome

lear

omputational models of senten e pro essing models lies in
plausibility intuitions. Existing models are for ed to either

fa tors only, or to use

ostly-to-obtain human judgments to

apture

the inuen e of plausibility on pro essing. While the latter solution allows the representation
of plausibility

onstraints, it does not a tually model the fa tors that underlie them.

To address this problem, and the ensuing short omings of existing probabilisti

mod-

els, this paper proposes:

•

a probabilisti

as the themati

model of human plausibility intuitions that approximates plausibility

t between a verb and its arguments and is trained on verb-argument-role

triples extra ted from semanti -role-annotated

•

orpora;

the SynSem-Integration model, an ar hite ture that integrates the plausibility

model with a probabilisti

grammar-based model to

apture the

onstru tion of synta ti

stru tures and the resolution of ambiguities using lexi al, synta ti
tion, while being able to handle a wide range of linguisti

and semanti

phenomena, and to

informaope with

previously unseen material.
In the following, we will dis uss these two proposals in turn. We rst introdu e and
evaluate the semanti

plausibility model. We then go on to des ribe the ar hite ture of the

SynSem-Integration model and evaluate its predi tions against empiri al ndings.

2. A model of semanti
Our rst
of events.

plausibility

ontribution is a general model of human intuitions about the plausibility

We represent aspe ts of events as a verb and argument in a spe i

relation,

The pirate terrorizes the Seven Seas into pirate is the agent in
a terrorizing event and Seven Seas is the patient in a terrorizing event. We des ribe the sebreaking down an event like

manti

relation between a verb and its argument by the themati

role whi h the verb assigns

to the argument. This representation follows both the neo-Davidsonian approa h to event
des ription in semanti s (e.g., Parsons, 1990; Carlson, 1984) and the status of themati
in psy holinguisti s as a pivotal link between synta ti
ple as a type of low- ost, preliminary semanti

and semanti

roles

pro essing, for exam-

analysis (Carlson & Tanenhaus, 1988). The

verb-argument-role representation of senten e semanti s en odes basi
the events referred to in a senten e, while avoiding

information about

omplex issues like quantier s ope and

verb tense and aspe t.
In experimental psy holinguisti s, plausibility is typi ally manipulated using themati
t, whi h

an be a hieved by varying the argument of a verb-argument-relation triple. Su h

a plausibility manipulation on the themati

t level was

arried out for example in M Rae,

Spivey-Knowlton, and Tanenhaus (1998). Their study investigated the inuen e of themati
t information on the pro essing of the main

lause/redu ed relative (MC/RR) ambiguity

in senten es like
(1)

a.

The pirate terrorized by his

aptors was freed qui kly.

b.

The vi tim terrorized by his

aptors was freed qui kly.
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The pirate terrorized is
The pirate terrorized

ontinuation (e.g., as

the Seven Seas ) and a less frequent redu ed relative ontinuation as shown in (1-a), where
terrorized heads a relative lause that modies pirate. The subsequent by -phrase provides
strong eviden e towards the redu ed relative reading and the main verb region was freed
ompletely disambiguates.
Eviden e from experimental work shows that readers initially prefer the main
interpretation over the redu ed relative, but that this preferen e

lause

an be modulated by other

fa tors (e.g., Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier, 1983; Trueswell, 1996; Crain & Steedman, 1985).
M Rae et al.
the

ase of

showed that good themati

vi tim

t of the rst NP as an obje t of the verb in

in (1-b) allowed readers to partially over ome the main

lause preferen e

and more easily adopt the dispreferred redu ed relative interpretation, whi h makes the rst
NP the obje t of the verb (as opposed to the main

lause reading, where it is a subje t).

Reading time ee ts both on the ambiguous verb and in the disambiguating region suggest
that the themati

t of the rst NP and the verb rapidly inuen es the human senten e

pro essor's preferen e for the two
To a

ount for the themati

andidate stru tures.
t information in items like senten es (1-a) and (1-b)

above, a model has to solve two tasks: It has to identify the semanti
between pairs of verb and argument like
from a synta ti

relation that holds

terrorize-pirate. These pairs an be extra ted
The pirate terrorized . . . Given the pair

analysis of the input fragment

terrorize-pirate (and the orresponding grammati al fun tion), a model should predi t, for
1
example, the agent role, and not the experien er or the means roles. However, identifying
the role intended by the speaker does not ne essarily allow
world plausibility of the verb-argument-role triple ( f.
but semanti ally implausible assignments for

on lusions about the real-

the synta ti ally straightforward,

The vi tim terrorized the pirate ).

The model

therefore also needs to predi t the plausibility of the event des ribed by the verb-argumentrole triple. In the

ase of

terrorize-pirate-agent, this
terrorize-vi tim-agent.

plausibility estimate should be high,

whereas it should be lower for

The rst task is similar to that of a semanti
linguisti s. There has been

role labeling model in

onsiderable interest in this topi

omputational

starting with work by Gildea

and Jurafsky (2002). Inuential work by Surdeanu, Harabagiu, Williams, and Aarseth (2003)
and Xue and Palmer (2004) has established useful features and modeling pro edures, and a
wide range of models has been proposed due to the adoption of semanti
shared task in the Senseval-III
2005

role labeling as a

ompetition (Litkowski, 2004) and at the CoNLL-2004 and

onferen es (Carreras & Márquez, 2005). We propose our own model here, however,

be ause semanti

role labeling models do not expli itly address the se ond modeling task,

the predi tion of human plausibility ratings. We have explored the possibility of using a role
labeling model for plausibility predi tion, but have found that it did not su
the standard labeling features rely heavily on synta ti
the semanti

information that is

eed be ause

information to assign labels and la k

ru ial here (Padó, Cro ker, & Keller, 2006). The model

we propose here is spe i ally designed to assign both roles and plausibility predi tions.
In parallel to probabilisti

parser models for syntax, we

formulation based on frequen y information for linguisti
1

hoose a probabilisti

model

utteran es. Instead of using

Roles are given as dened by FrameNet 1.2 for the Cause_to_experien e frame.

or-
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orpora that are

information, su h as FrameNet (Baker, Fillmore,

& Lowe, 1998) or PropBank (Palmer, Gildea, & Kingsbury, 2005). FrameNet annotates a
subset of the British National Corpus with Frame Semanti s (Fillmore, 1982). PropBank
adds a layer of themati

role annotation to the Wall Street Journal se tion of the Penn Tree-

bank (Mar us, Santorini, & Mar inkiewi z, 1994). We use the FrameNet (release 1.2)
to derive the probabilisti

orpus

model, sin e it has been shown to oer a better basis for modeling

plausibility data than PropBank (Padó et al., 2006). The fundamental assumption of the
probabilisti

approa h is that the plausibility of real-world events

frequen y of the events' des riptions in linguisti

an be modeled using the

utteran es. We dis uss this issue further

in the General Dis ussion below.
The probabilisti

formulation of the semanti

model equates the plausibility of a verb-

argument-role triple with the probability of seeing the themati
pair in a large

role with the verb-argument

orpus of annotated language data. This is parallel to the synta ti

modeling

pra ti e of equating the preferredness of a stru ture with the probability of en ountering
it in an annotated

orpus.

The semanti

model estimates the plausibility of a verb-role-

argument triple as the joint probability of ve variables: These are the identity of the verb

v , argument a and themati

role

r , the verb's sense s and the grammati

al fun tion

gf

of the

argument. The verb's sense is relevant be ause it determines the set of appli able themati
roles, while the grammati al fun tion linking verb and argument (e.g.,

synta ti obje t )
semanti

arries information about the themati

synta ti subje t

or

role intended by the speaker. The

model equation is given in Equation 1.

Plausibility v,r,a = P (v, s, gf , r, a)

(1)

The joint probability formulation makes the model an instan e of a

generative model.

This

type of model attempts to estimate the joint probability distribution that is most likely to
generate the observed

o-o

urren e of the input variables (here, the verb and argument as

well as the verb sense and grammati al fun tion) and the output variable (the themati
On the basis of the estimated distribution, generative models

role).

an predi t the most likely

instantiation for missing input or output values. This property allows the model to naturally
solve its dual task of identifying the

orre t role that links a given verb and argument, and

making a plausibility predi tion for the triple: It predi ts the preferred themati

role for a

verb-argument pair by generating the most probable instantiation for the role, as shown in
Equation 2.

r̂v ,a = argmax P (v, s, gf , r, a)

(2)

r

If ne essary, the verb sense and grammati al fun tion
assigned to the resulting

an also be generated. The probability

ombination of variable instantiations is the model's plausibility

predi tion for the verb-argument pair and

hosen role. If all variables are known, the gen-

eration and maximization steps are unne essary and the plausibility predi tion is made
dire tly.
An equivalent, de omposed version of Equation 1 (derived using the

hain rule) allows

a more intuitive understanding of the linguisti ally relevant information about the verb-
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argument pair used by the model.

Plausibility v,r,a = P (v, s, gf , r, a)

(3)

= P (v) · P (s|v) · P (gf |v, s) · P (r|v, s, gf ) · P (a|v, s, gf , r)
The de omposed formulation
of a polysemous verb. The

P (gf |v, s)

ontains
term

P (s|v),

sub ategorization preferen es when used in sense
o

whi h denotes the sense distribution

aptures information about the verb's synta ti

s:

It ree ts the probability of the verb's o-

urren e with dependents in any of the possible grammati al fun tions. The

term shows how the verb prefers to realize its themati
the

P (a|v, s, gf , r)

P (r|v, s, gf )

role llers synta ti ally.

Finally,

term is similar to the term estimated by sele tional preferen e models in

ognitive s ien e and

omputational linguisti s (Resnik, 1996; Clark & Weir, 2002) whi h

determine a verb's preferen e for

2
argument in a given role.

ertain argument types and estimate the t of a verb and

Given the above model of plausibility for individual arguments, we now dene the
omputation of the plausibility of a senten e or senten e-initial fragment with several arguments. We determine the plausibility of a

ompleted or in remental synta ti

multiplying the plausibility estimates for all verb-argument pairs it

analysis by

ontains. This

onsti-

tutes an independen e assumption that ignores the existing dependen ies between themati
roles assigned to dierent arguments of the same verb. It is however ne essary be ause data
sparseness in the training data makes it impossible to model these dependen ies expli itly.
We augment our approa h to mitigate two problems:

•
the

To approximate the dependen ies betweens arguments of the same verb, we posit

onstraint that ea h role

an be assigned only on e by the same verb and determine the

optimal set of role predi tions given this

onstraint. Equation 4 demonstrates the

ase of a

verb with two arguments, using the joint model formulation for the sake of brevity. The role
assignments by dierent verbs in the same senten e or fragment are treated as independent.

Plausibility s = P (v, s, gf1 , r̂1 , a1 ) · P (v, s, gf2 , r̂2 , a2 )

(4)

where

(r̂1 , r̂2 ) = argmax

P (v, s, gf1 , r1 , a1 ) · P (v, s, gf2 , r2 , a2 )

(5)

{r1 ,r2 |r1 6=r2 }
This approa h allows the assignment of semanti ally dispreferred roles where a more plausible role ller is available for the same verb.

Note that Equation 4 indi ates that the

omputation of plausibility requires the joint maximization of
a tra table problem, as the number of roles to
number of verb senses

s

r̂1

and

r̂2 .

However, this is

onsider is small and nite (and so is the

and grammati al fun tions

gf ,

should these be unknown). Hen e a

omplete sear h of the problem spa e is possible to perform the maximization.

•

Computing the overall probability of multiple role assignments as the produ t of the

individual probabilities

auses a preferen e for analyses with small sets of role assignments

per verb. This leads to unexpe ted semanti
sibilities of various synta ti

rankings when we

ompare the semanti

plau-

analyses. We improve the predi tions by using the geometri

mean over the role assignment probabilities for ea h role set (mitigating the inuen e of the
2

Evaluation against sele tional preferen e models on the plausibility predi tion task shows that our model

outperforms the existing approa hes (Padó, 2007).
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orrespond to the verbs'

preferred role assignment patterns in the training data (see Padó (2007) for details).

2.1. Model estimation
The semanti
annotation.

Two

model

an be estimated from any language

orpora with su h markup are

orpus with semanti

role

urrently available: FrameNet (Fillmore,

Johnson, & Petru k, 2003) and PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005).

PropBank is the larger

of the two, but our experiments indi ate that the syntax-oriented quality of the PropBank
semanti

annotation allows less semanti

generalization than the FrameNet role labels and

is less suited to our task (Padó et al., 2006). We therefore estimate the semanti
the FrameNet

model from

orpus.

The FrameNet annotation proje t groups verbs with similar meanings together into

frames

(i.e., des riptions of prototypi al situations). Ea h frame introdu es a set of frame-

roles for typi al parti ipants in these situations, for example an agent and an experien er in the Cause_to_experien e frame. Frames an also introdu e non- ore roles like time
or means that are the same a ross all frames and that generally apply to adjun ts. The an-

spe i

notated senten es are manually sele ted from the British National Corpus (BNC, Burnard,
1995), a

orpus of English drawn from a variety of genres and

spoken data. The FrameNet resour e (release 1.2)

ontains

ontaining written as well as

. 57,000 verbal propositions and

. 2,000 verbs. The resour e aims to present instan es of ea h verb with all its roles and in
all synta ti

diatheses, whi h generally allows good

small size of the

overage of roles, despite the relatively

orpus.

The sampling method however implies that the

orpus is not a representative sample of

English. Therefore, when trained on the FrameNet

orpus, our model relies on probability

estimates that are not ne essarily representative of every day language use.
is still able to make meaningful predi tions be ause

Our model

o-o

urren e information for spe i

verbs and arguments is usually very sparse even in larger

orpora, so that any probabilisti

model essentially

lassies seen and unseen events.

This

lassi ation represents a very

high baseline in semanti ally inuen ed tasks (see, e.g., its su

essful use in early work

on prepositional phrase atta hment by Hindle and Rooth (1993)). If a larger
FrameNet-style annotation were available, our model would gain more
verb-argument pairs and a ner-grained estimate of
we expe t to improve its predi tions.
information available in the

o-o

orpus with

overage of spe i

urren e frequen ies, both of whi h

In the absen e of su h a resour e, we rely on the

orpus and use smoothing te hniques to generalize to unseen

ases.

2.1.1. Smoothing.
To estimate the semanti
tion on word- o-o

data problem :

probability model, we

urren es in our training

an use maximum likelihood estima-

orpus. However, we en ounter a serious

sparse

For instan e, if we use the data from M Rae et al. (1998) as a test set (see

below), only 6% of all verb-argument-role triples are attested in the FrameNet

orpus. For

the remaining 94% of data points, the model would predi t a probability of 0.

A model

indu ed by maximum likelihood estimation alone therefore underestimates the plausibility
of data points unseen in the training data.
We apply

lass-based smoothing (CB), a standard method used in

omputational
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linguisti s to approa h this problem. Class-based smoothing pools similar observations in
the training data to arrive at a more robust probability estimate for ea h
experien e-based models of syntax (and probabilisti
abstra t

ategories like parts of spee h are used as

instead by employing semanti

verb and noun

parsers in

lass member. In

omputational linguisti s),

lasses. We make semanti

generalizations

lasses. The method therefore serves not only

to avoid the problems of sparse data, but also to base the model's predi tions on semanti
generalizations rather than pure word
ategories are a mu h-resear hed basi

o-o

urren e. From a

ognitive perspe tive, semanti

tool for human reasoning about the world (see, e.g.,

Medin & Aguilar, 1999), and there is eviden e for the existen e of semanti

lasses as an

organizational prin iple of the human mental lexi on (see, e.g., Ait hison, 2003). Class-based
smoothing as inferen e about the plausibility of events based on semanti

lass membership

therefore appears to be a plausible modeling tool.
Te hni ally, when applying

lass-based smoothing to the semanti

a joint probability distribution over semanti
vidual words

P (v, s, gf , r, a)

lasses

P (cl v , gf , r, cl a )

model, we estimate
instead of over indi-

and thereby base our estimate on a mu h larger set of relevant

noun lass that ontains pirate and bu aneer and a semanti
terrorize and terrify, lass-based smoothing allows us to ount observations
of terrify-pirate-agent and terrorize-bu aneer-agent to estimate the plausibility of terrorizepirate-agent. This method is therefore espe ially well-suited to making reliable plausibility
data points. Given a semanti

verb

lass with

predi tions even for unseen verb-argument
In the semanti

ombinations.

plausibility model, we use

verbs. WordNet's synonym sets serve as noun
grained
an

lasses (Fellbaum, 1998).

lasses ensure valid generalizations and perform better than the

of WordNet unique-beginner (top-level)
sets

lass-based smoothing for both nouns and

lasses (Padó, 2007).

These very neoarse-grained set

However, ne-grained noun

ontribute only relatively little smoothing power exa tly be ause their generaliza-

tions are very spe i .

Most of the generalizations are in fa t made by the verb

lasses,

whi h we indu e from the FrameNet training data (Padó et al., 2006). Our indu ed verb
lasses outperform hand- rafted

lasses su h as VerbNet (Kipper, Dang, & Palmer, 2000) or

WordNet be ause they are optimized for the task and the training set (Padó, 2007).
Verbs are

lustered a

ording to whi h roles they assign to their arguments, and how

they realize them synta ti ally. We use an implementation of two soft

lustering algorithms

(Marx, 2004) derived from Information Theory: the Information Distortion (ID) (Gedeon,
Parker, & Dimitrov, 2003) and Information Bottlene k (IB) (Tishby, Pereira, & Bialek,
1999) methods. Soft

lustering allows us to identify and use verb polysemy, whi h is often

hara terized by dierent patterns of synta ti
the

behavior for ea h verb meaning. Features for

lustering algorithms were the lemmas of the argument head of the verb, the synta ti

onguration of verb and argument (as a path through a parse tree), the verb's sense (i.e.,
its FrameNet frame), the role assigned to ea h argument and a
synta ti
To

lusters,
semanti

onguration.
hoose the optimal values for the parameters

ombined feature of role and

lustering algorithm

we evaluated dierent parameter instantiations by

and

number of

omparing the quality of the

model's plausibility predi tions when using the resulting

lusters for smoothing.

Evaluation was done on a development data set with 60 human ratings for verb-argumentrole triples (a subset of the plausibility norming data from M Rae et al., 1998, see below).
For the FrameNet data, the ID algorithm performed best, and a set of 13

lusters proved
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Table 1: Example Clusters: Top ten verbs from two indu ed lusters.
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

resent

y le

envy

follow

dislike

travel

like

lead

hate

hase

prove

a

ompany

delight

optimal.

es ort

want

usher

argue

pursue

regret

trail

Note that this is mu h fewer than the

training data. Our verb

lasses thus

onstitute a

.

300 verbal frames spe ied in the

ompa t, task-spe i

generalization of the

information available in FrameNet. For a more detailed dis ussion of the

lustering pro ess,

see Padó et al. (2006) and Padó (2007). Table 1 shows the top ten members of two of our
indu ed

lusters, sorted by their probability of

> 0.84).

Cluster 1, whi h also in ludes

like, dislike ) or

(

ausing emotion (

delight ).

topi s in lude per eption, modes of

in rease, soar ).

To broaden

overage in

luster membership (all probability values

terrorize,

has the

Cluster 2

ommon theme of experien ing

ontains verbs of motion. Other

ommuni ation, or verbs of in rease and

luster

hange (e.g.,

ases where CB smoothing does not return estimates, we

also employ Good-Turing (GT) smoothing (see, e.g., Good, 1953; Manning & S hütze,
1999). This method re-estimates the model's probability distribution and assigns a uniform,
small amount of probability mass to all events that are unseen in the training data (and
thus re eive a zero probability predi tion in the unsmoothed model). Re-estimation of the
training distribution also makes estimates for rare events (su h as hapax legomena) more
robust.

2.1.2. The smoothed model.
We
our

ombine CB and GT smoothing using a ba k-o strategy. Equation 6 illustrates

ombination method using the de omposed model formulation. GT smoothing is always

applied to the rst four model terms, whi h are the least sparse. Sin e in these four terms we
do not allow predi tions for events that are unseen, to avoid overgeneration of in onsistent
verb-sense-role

ombinations, GT smoothing of these terms mainly serves to smooth the

ounts for events that only appear on e in the training data, be ause these are prone to
noise.

Plausibility v,r,a = PGT (v) · PGT (v|s) · PGT (gf |v, s) · PGT (r|v, s, gf ) ·
PBO (a|v, s, gf , r)
The nal, sparsest model term

(6)

PBO (a|v, s, gf , r) is estimated in a series of ba k-o steps (see
cl v denotes the lass of a verb, and cl a denotes the

Katz, 1987), given in Equation 7. Here,
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Table 2: Test item: verb-argument-role triples with plausibility ratings from M Rae et al. (1998);
s ale ranges from 1 (implausible) to 7 (plausible).
Verb

Argument

Role

Rating

terrorize

pirate

agent

6.5

terrorize

pirate

experien er

2.2

terrorize

vi tim

agent

1.4

terrorize

vi tim

experien er

6.6

lass of an argument indu ed by the

lass-based smoothing algorithm.



PCB (cl a |cl v , gf , r)


P (cl |cl , r)
CB
a
v
PBO (a|v, s, gf , r) =




P (cl |cl , r)
GT

First, we try to estimate
verb's sense

s

P (a|v, s, gf , r)

a

v

using

(7)

else

lass-based smoothing. Note that while the

does not appear in the CB formula, the model generates the sense value that

maximizes the plausibility equation while being
ombination of
we apply

fCB (cl a , cl v , gf , r) > 0
if fCB (cl a , cl v , gf , r) = 0
and fCB (cl a , cl v , r) > 0
if

ompatible with the predi ted role.

If a

lasses, grammati al fun tion and role is unseen even after generalization,

lass-based smoothing again, but remove the grammati al fun tion term. While

the grammati al fun tion information may yield useful hints about the intended role if it
is present, it is not
If

entral to determining the plausibility of a verb-argument-role triple.

lass-based smoothing fails entirely, we ba k o to a GT estimate of seeing an unknown

ombination of
In

lasses.

ases where the model has to rely on GT smoothing only, there is an advantage to

using the de omposed formulation over the joint formulation. In the de omposed formulation, the less sparse rst four model terms
synta ti

and semanti

ontribute information about the verb's preferred

realization of its arguments that is lost if the joint probability model

is smoothed with a uniform estimate for all unseen

ombinations of the ve model variables.

We therefore use the de omposed model formulation below.
Note also that Equation 7 is simplied for ease of exposition. In order to ensure that
a probability distribution is returned by the ba k-o sequen e, the ba k-o terms have to
be weighted appropriately: The total probability mass returned by ea h ba k-o step has
to be s aled to take up only the mass assigned to unseen events by the previous step (see,
e.g., Dagan, Pereira, & Lee, 1994, for a suitable s aling fa tor).

2.2. Experimental evaluation
The semanti

model's appropriateness for its task

an be tested by using it in isolation

to predi t human plausibility intuitions. We investigate the performan e of the smoothing
methods and demonstrate the quality of the smoothed model's predi tions and its wide
overage of unseen input data.
Four example test data points from M Rae et al. (1998) are presented in Table 2. Ea h
triple of verb, argument and role is asso iated with an average human plausibility rating on
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olle ted by asking parti ipants to answer questions like How
ommon is it for a pirate to terrorize someone? (probing the agent relation between pirate
and terrorize ) with the rating that seemed appropriate. The experien er relation between
pirate and terrorize was probed by asking How ommon is it for a pirate to be terrorized by
someone?
a 17 s ale. The ratings were

The model's task is to predi t the human rating given the verb, argument and role. We
orrelate the plausibility values predi ted by the model (probabilities ranging between

0 and

1) and the human judgments (average ratings ranging between 1 and 7). Sin e the judgment
data is not normally distributed, we use Spearman's ρ (a non-parametri rank-order test);
ρ ranges between 0 and 1, where a value of 1 indi ates a perfe t orrelation.

2.2.1. Training and test data.
We train the model on the FrameNet

orpus, release 1.2, and present results from

two test sets. The rst is a set of norming data from the literature. We use the data for

25

randomly

100

hosen verbs ( orresponding to

data points) out of the

160

data points

reported in M Rae et al. (1998) (the remainder serves as a development set for parameter
optimization). Re all that in this data set, ea h verb is paired with two arguments and two
roles ea h so that ea h verb-argument pair is plausible in one role and implausible in the
other, as shown in Table 2. The balan ing of plausible and implausible verb-argument-role
triples means that the semanti
uses semanti

model

an only

orre tly predi t the judgments if it indeed

plausibility information (rather than just relying on general synta ti

role

preferen es). The judgment predi tion task is very hard to solve if the verb is unseen during
training, sin e its identity determines the set of appli able themati
ex lude items with unseen verbs from the test data, retaining

64

3 We therefore

roles.

of the original

100

data

points.
The se ond test set, from Padó et al. (2006), allows us to explore the semanti
performan e on items whi h were extra ted from
PropBank

orpora. We hose 18 verbs that o

ur in both FrameNet and PropBank a

to the roles they assign in VerbNet: Six experien er verbs like
and six

ommuni ation verbs like

tell.

model's

orpus data, namely the FrameNet and the
ording

hear, six patient verbs like hit

For ea h verb, we extra ted six arguments from ea h

orpus: The three most frequent arguments in the preferred subje t role and the three most
frequent arguments in the preferred obje t role. We
by

onstru ted verb-role-argument triples

ombining ea h verb-argument pair with both roles, obtaining 24 verb-role-argument

triples per verb, and eli ited ratings on a seven-point s ale for ea h triple in a web-based
study.

In all, there are 414 verb-role-argument triples instead of the full

be ause some arguments were seen in both

24 × 18 = 432,

orpora. This approa h weakens the balan ing

seen in the M Rae data, where ea h argument is highly plausible in one role and highly
implausible in the other, but there remains a

lear tenden y towards this behavior in the

data.
By denition, all the verbs in this test set are

overed by FrameNet, and roughly one

quarter of the verb-argument-role triples are present in the FrameNet training data. This
allows the investigation of the model's performan e when the sparse data problem is less
3

While it is

on eivable to set up the model to indu e the

this is an ambitious resear h proje t that is
the unknown verb.

losest FrameNet frame for an unseen verb,

ompli ated by the problem of having seen only one instan e of
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Table 3: Semanti Model Performan e: Test set size, overage and orrelation strength for M Rae
and Padó test sets using dierent smoothing regimes.
M Rae
Smoothing

N

Coverage

None

64

6%

Spearman's
-0.316,

Padó

ρa

ns

N

Coverage

414

27%

ρa

Spearman's
0.364,

***

GT

64

88%

0.032,

ns

414

99%

0.170,

***

CB+GT

64

88%

0.415,

**

414

99%

0.522,

***

a ns: not signi ant,

∗∗ : p < 0.01, ∗ ∗∗ : p < 0.001

pressing and when the test vo abulary is more similar to the training data than when using
hand- rafted items.

2.2.2. Results and dis ussion.
Table 3 reports the semanti

model's

overage of the test set items and the

between predi ted and observed human judgments.
smoothing method and the unsmoothed model for

orrelation

We also present results for the GT

omparison.

The unsmoothed results highlight the severity of the sparse data problem: For the 64data-point M Rae data set, predi tions

an be made for only 6% of all data points, and the

orrelation is negative and non-signi ant. The Padó data set was designed to

ontain more

seen data points. The predi tions for the 414 Padó data points are signi antly
to the human judgments, demonstrating that a probabilisti
of making a

orrelated

orpus-based model is

apable

urate predi tions for seen triples.

GT smoothing alone allows only poor predi tions, espe ially for the almost

ompletely

unseen M Rae data set. While the de omposition of the model into separate, less sparse
subterms supplies some verb-spe i
argument-spe i

preferen es, the smoothing method does not make

plausibility predi tions. Therefore, it

t variations in the data sets. However,

annot

apture the

ru ial themati

overage has in reased signi antly, of

ourse. Some

items still remain un overed due to a restri tion whi h we have pla ed on the model to ensure
onsisten y of the role predi tions: Only themati
during training may be predi ted.

This in ludes

roles that have been seen with the verb
ases where the verb was observed in a

dierent sense from the one probed by the test data, so that the
predi ted given the training data. The

orre t role

annot be

orre t role is unseen with the verb more often for

the M Rae data set, whi h diers in genre from the training data more than the Padó data
set.
Adding the CB smoothing method to the GT smoothed model nally supplies argument spe i
semanti

smoothing information. In

model a hieves signi ant

ontrast to the rst two results, the fully smoothed

orrelations with the human data with realisti

age. For the M Rae data set, this is owed almost

ompletely to the semanti

over-

generalizations

made in CB smoothing, sin e virtually all data points are unseen and GT smoothing alone
did not su
orrelation

eed. For the Padó test set, the appli ation of CB smoothing even in reases the
oe ient noti eably over that for the seen data points only, at almost perfe t

overage. To interpret the

oe ients, human performan e

an serve as a point of

ompari-

son. A human rater's judgments predi t the average of the other raters' judgments at about
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Cost Prediction

Global
Ranking
1. ...

Semantic
Ranking

Syntactic
Ranking

1. ...

1. ...

Semantics
Model

Syntax
Model

Analyses

Figure 1. The ar hite ture of the SynSem-Integration model.

ρ = 0.7

(Padó, 2007). While the model performs below this level, its performan e is still

substantial in

omparison.

These results suggest that our smoothing methods are appropriate and allow the model
good performan e on a test set of almost
for a probabilisti

the training data and
the semanti
it a key

ompletely unseen data points. Not surprisingly

approa h, the model performs best on a test set that is more similar to

model is

ontains some seen data points. This evaluation demonstrates that
apable of predi ting human judgments for new data sets. This makes

omponent of the SynSem-Integration Model, whi h we now go on to dis uss.

3. The Syntax-Semanti s Integration model
The model of semanti
ti

plausibility introdu ed above allows us to integrate seman-

information with an existing approa h to modeling synta ti

preferen es. The resulting

SynSem-Integration model of human senten e pro essing reliably predi ts senten e pro essing di ulty observed in experimental studies and is
data, thus displaying wide

apable of pro essing unrestri ted input

overage of language data.

The SynSem-Integration model is derived from a probabilisti

grammar-based model

in the tradition of Jurafsky (1996) and Cro ker and Brants (2000) be ause this type of
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N
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→
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→
→
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.8
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.2
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.5

sea

.5
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1.0

Figure 2. Example of a PCFG fragment: Numbered N → ζ rules annotated with rule probabilities.

model explains the

reation of synta ti

analyses as well as the resolution of ambiguities. As

mentioned above, grammar-based models
as the information about word
and extremely sparse.
separate synta ti

o-o

annot easily a

urren e they

an

ount for semanti

Therefore, we add a dedi ated semanti

and semanti

model.

models should not be taken as a

reality, but rather serves to improve the transparen y of the
the separate evaluation of ea h

ee ts dire tly,

apture is at the synta ti

level only

The existen e of

laim about

ognitive

ombined model and to allow

omponent.

Fig. 1 illustrates the ar hite ture of the SynSem-Integration model: The syntax model
in rementally

omputes all possible analyses of the input. The semanti

model's task is to

evaluate the resulting stru tures with respe t to the plausibility of the verb-argument pairs
they

ontain. Both models simultaneously rank the

andidate stru tures: The syntax model

ranks them by parse probability, and the semanti

model by the plausibility of the verb-

argument relations

global ranking whi

ontained in the stru tures.

The two rankings are interpolated into a

h allows the predi tion of a humanly preferred stru ture, as in a grammar-

based model. Depending on the interpolation parameter for the global ranking, either sour e
of information

an dominate the preferred stru ture predi tion.

Di ulty is predi ted with respe t to the global ranking and the two lo al rankings,
by taking up elements of the di ulty predi tion strategies in both probabilisti
based and

onstraint-integration models. As in a

ompetition-based

grammar-

onstraint-integration

model, di ulty is predi ted if the information sour es disagree in their support for the globally preferred stru ture. This means that even if one model dominates the global ranking,
the other model's preferen es are still vital for di ulty predi tion. As in both Jurafskystyle grammar-based models and

onstraint-based models, di ulty is also predi ted if new

eviden e leads to the abandoning of the globally preferred stru ture in favor of another one.
In the following, we rst des ribe the implementation of the synta ti

model. We then

go on to dis uss the di ulty predi tion strategies of our model and existing probabilisti
approa hes. This leads us to des ribe the parameter spa e for

ost predi tion in the SynSem-

Integration model, and the setting of these parameters on a held-out set of observed patterns
of human pro essing di ulty. Finally, we present an evaluation of the SynSem-Integration
model against experimental data on four lo ally ambiguous

onstru tions, from a total of

eight experimental studies.

3.1. The synta ti model
The SynSem-Integration model in orporates a probabilisti
a sour e of information about lexi al and synta ti

preferen es.

grammar-based model as
As in Jurafsky's (1996)

approa h, the grammar-based model proposes analyses of the input based on a probabilisti
ontext-free grammar (PCFG). Fig. 2 gives an example of PCFG rules of the form

N →ζ
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→
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→
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6.
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.2

7.
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.8
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→
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sleeps

0.5

slept

0.5
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0.7

terrorizes

0.3

1.0

Figure 3. Example of a partially lexi alized PCFG fragment: Numbered N → ζ rules annotated
with rule probabilities.

(N rewrites as

pirate slept

or

ζ)

an input senten e
involved in

with rule probability

P (N → ζ).

The pirate terrorized the sea.
an be

onstru ting

This grammar

The

overs senten es like

The probability of a synta ti

stru ture

T

for

omputed by multiplying the probabilities of the grammar rules

T,

as expressed in Equation 8:

Y

P (T ) =

P (N → ζ)

(8)

(N →ζ)∈T
The probability of analyzing

The pirate slept

a verb phrase that is a single verb is thus

as a senten e

0.01

omposed of a noun phrase and

(using rules 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8).

Like Cro ker and Brants (2000), we use a wide- overage grammar indu ed from a large
orpus of synta ti ally annotated data. This grammar is able to a
phenomena en ountered in the

orpus and

an thus make

ount for all synta ti

orre t stru tural predi tions also

for input that was not en ountered during training. This allows our synta ti
overage of phenomena and the ability
We use a

lexi alized

model that

model wide

orre tly pro ess unseen input.
ontains not only purely stru tural information, but

also preferen es asso iated with single lexi al items, su h as lexi al

ategory preferen es or

verb sub ategorization preferen es (Jelinek, Laerty, Magerman, & Roukos, 1994; Collins,
1996). As shown in Fig. 3, a lexi alized grammar not only
internal stru ture of phrasal

ontains information about the

ategories, but also about the lexi al heads involved.

information allows the grammar to

apture stru tural preferen es that are spe i

This

to given

lexi al heads. The grammar fragment in Fig. 3 for example en odes verbal sub ategorization
information: Rule 5 states that

sleep

a noun phrase argument, while a
ontrast to the semanti

is an intransitive verb, always forming a VP without

ording to rule 6

terrorize

is preferably transitive.

In

model, the lexi alized grammar does not distinguish between verb

senses, sin e no sense information is annotated in the training

orpus (if sense information

were given, it would be possible to distinguish, e.g., between the preferred argument patterns
of dierent verb senses).
Fig. 3 shows a

head-lexi alized

grammar with lexi alization for the head of ea h phrase.

It is possible to in lude further information about lexi al heads observed together in some
synta ti
grammar

relation, for example as a verb and its argument.
ould use this

o-o

with dierent verb-argument

Su h a

head-head lexi alized

urren e information to dierentiate between synta ti

analyses

ongurations.

However, in pra ti e, this approa h demands larger amounts of synta ti ally annotated
training data than are available today. Results by Gildea (2001) and Bikel (2004) suggest
that the relevant head-head lexi al information is so sparse that it is rarely available in the
parsing of unseen text using standard training

orpora like the Penn Treebank (Mar us et
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Table 4: Bra keting re all and pre ision, F-s ore and overage of a lexi alized and a fully head-head
lexi alized parser on WSJ Se tion 23.
Parser

Re all

Pre ision

F

Cov.

Head-Head Lexi alization

86.47

86.65

86.49

100%

Head Lexi alization

86.17

86.31

86.29

100%

al., 1994). This is espe ially true if the domain of the training data diers from that of the
test data, as is the
newspaper

ase for a probabilisti

grammar-based model trained on the standard

orpora and used to analyze experimental items.

Therefore, we expe t that

head-head lexi alization will not improve parsing performan e on unseen test data mu h,
and also that a head-head lexi alized grammar-based model will not be able to distinguish
between possible synta ti

analyses on the basis of the available head-head

o-o

urren e

information.

Evaluation

We test the assumption that head-head lexi alization does not improve pars-

ing for our purposes by analyzing the parsing performan e of a head- and a head-head
lexi alized grammar. We use the in remental top-down parser proposed by Roark (2001) as
a parsing engine. We derive the two lexi alized grammars from the standard training data
for synta ti

parsers, se tions 221 of the Wall Street Journal se tion of the Penn Treebank

(WSJ Mar us et al., 1994).
spe i

We add the data from se tion 24, to gain as mu h lexi ally-

information as possible, and retain se tion 22 as a development set.

is the standard test set for probabilisti

Se tion 23

parsers. We slightly modify this training data to

distinguish between adverbial PPs and agent PPs in passive

onstru tions by introdu ing a

new phrase label for agent PPs.
We present evaluation results both for the head lexi alized synta ti
head-head lexi alized version.

model and the

Table 4 summarizes the results obtained on the WSJ se -

tion 23. We report the standard measures

overage and parsing F s ore, based on bra keting

pre ision and re all a ross the best parses. Pre ision measures how many of the proposed
synta ti

nodes are

proportion of

orre t, punishing predi tions with in orre t nodes.

punishing predi tions with missing nodes. F s ore is the harmoni
re all,

F =

Re all gives the

orre tly proposed tree nodes over the number of nodes in the target tree,
mean of pre ision and

2·Precision ·Recall
Precision +Recall .

The results in Table 4 demonstrate rst the wide

overage of both models, whi h are

apable of assigning stru ture to all senten es in the unseen test data. Further, both models'
stru tural predi tions mat h the human annotations on the test data to a large degree,
whi h allows us to assume that the predi tions are mostly reliable.

Finally, we observe

that, as expe ted, both models perform very similarly. The additional information present
in the head-head lexi alized grammar does improve parsing de isions, but not by a great
margin, be ause for most stru tures, the relevant head-head

o-o

urren e information does

not exist. We will therefore use the simpler head lexi alization te hnique for the synta ti
model's grammar.
The head lexi alized parser proposes a large number of analyses for ea h input, many
of whi h are very unlikely. To restri t the amount of analyses that have to be pro essed in the
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SynSem-Integration model, we follow Jurafsky (1996) in introdu ing a sear h beam whi h
ontains only analyses within a

ertain probability range.

4 We base di ulty predi tion

only on analyses with probabilities up to two orders of magnitude away from the best parse's
probability.

The introdu tion of a sear h beam avoids the need to assume full synta ti

parallelism in human senten e pro essing and takes into a

ount the existen e of memory

limitations.

3.2. Di ulty predi tion
The SynSem-Integration model predi ts pro essing di ulty on the basis of semanti
and synta ti

preferen es determined by the semanti

plausibility model and the synta ti

parser model introdu ed above. This se tion dis usses di ulty predi tion in the SynSemIntegration model in relation to the strategies used in other approa hes.

We base our

dis ussion on the observation that in isolated senten es with lo al synta ti

ambiguities,

human pro essing di ulty may be observed in two regions: During the pro essing of an
ambiguous region, there may be

oni ting eviden e from dierent information sour es, and

at the point of disambiguation towards one of the alternative analyses, a previously preferred
analysis may have to be abandoned in favor of a previously dispreferred one. We term these
situations

Coni t

and

Revision.

Take again the Main Clause/Redu ed Relative (MC/RR) ambiguity as an example.
We repeat Senten e (1-b) from above as Senten e (2):
(2)

The vi tim terrorized by his

aptors was freed qui kly.

Re all that the ambiguous region up to
lause

terrorized

ontinuation, and the redu ed relative

analysis, the vi tim is the semanti
relative analysis, it is the semanti
arises if there is
the main

has two possible interpretations: A main

ontinuation as in (2).

lause

obje t. During this ambiguous region, a

Coni t situation

oni ting eviden e for whi h of the two analyses to prefer. In senten e (2),

lause analysis is synta ti ally more likely, being mu h more frequent. However,

semanti ally, the

vi tim

is mu h more likely to be the theme rather than the subje t of

the terrorizing a tion. The

oni ting synta ti

and semanti

di ulty.
The ambiguity
synta ti

In the main

subje t of the terrorizing event, while in the redu ed

ontinues until the prepositional phrase

bias towards the redu ed relative interpretation.

served if the pro essor initially preferred the main
it. The main verb

luster,

was freed,

ause pro essing

by his aptors provides a strong
Revision di ulty may be ob-

lause interpretation, but now abandons

disambiguates

interpretation is synta ti ally plausible now.

preferen es

ompletely: Only the redu ed relative

Even readers who held on to the main verb

interpretation until this point are for ed to revise and may en ounter di ulty.
A su

essful model of human senten e

omprehension needs a means of predi ting

di ulty in both Coni t and Revision situations. The SynSem-Integration model bases its
predi tions on two

ost fun tions spe i

employed in existing models and
4

to these situations. We dis uss the

ost fun tions

ompare them to the ones used in our model.

The sear h beam limits the amount of analyses used in predi ting di ulty; the parser's internal repre-

sentations of partial parses are not ae ted.
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naturally

onstraint-integration models, where di ulty is predi ted by

tition of strong opposing

by

ompe-

onstraints whi h delay the identi ation of a preferred interpreta-

tion. Grammar-based models in the Jurafsky tradition, on the other hand, use a di ulty
predi tion fun tion that only rea ts to a

hange in the proposed preferred synta ti

ture. Sin e a Coni t situation does not ne essarily lead to su h a
synta ti

analysis of the input may remain the same despite

models do not a

ount

stru -

hange (the most probable

oni ting preferen es), these

onsistently for this sour e of pro essing di ulty.

In the SynSem-Integration model, di ulty due to Coni t is predi ted if either the
synta ti

or the semanti

equivalent to a

model does not agree with the globally preferred stru ture. This is

oni t between the preferen es of the synta ti

and semanti

models, sin e

the globally preferred stru ture is based on an interpolation of both models' rankings. In
the Coni t situation, the SynSem-Integration model thus relies on a similar me hanism as
ompetition-based models.

Revision
Probabilisti

o

urs if a reader gives up a previously preferred analysis for a dierent one.
grammar-based models easily

essing di ulty if the preferred synta ti

apture Revision situations as they predi t prostru ture

seen as an abstra tion of the pro ess employed by

hanges.

This

ompetition-based

ost fun tion

an be

onstraint-integration

models, whi h predi t pro essing di ulty in Revision situations due to the

ompetition be-

tween the well-supported previously preferred analysis and the strong a tivation from new
eviden e re eived by the other analysis.
apture the

Both existing proposals for

ost predi tion thus

omplexity involved in abandoning one interpretation of the input in favor of

another.
The SynSem-Integration model uses a similar predi tion fun tion to that of a probabilisti

grammar-based model.

A

oni t-based a

ount of the Revision situation, as in

onstraint-based models, is not open to the SynSem-Integration model on te hni al grounds,
be ause it operates stri tly on the set of possible synta ti
synta ti

disambiguation

step, its semanti
of the

analyses of the

urrent input. If

ompletely rules out the preferred analyses of the previous time

interpretation is no longer available to

onrmed alternative analysis.

ompete with the interpretation

Therefore, the SynSem-Integration model dete ts

a Revision situation by tra king the preferred stru ture at ea h point in pro essing, like
probabilisti

grammar-based models.

Together,

the Coni t and Revision

Integration model

ost fun tions guarantee that the SynSem-

an make di ulty predi tions during the whole

pro essing. The total

ourse of ambiguity

ost predi ted by the model is the sum of all Coni t and Revision

ost in urred in a region (it is possible for both
if the globally preferred analysis has

ost types to be in urred simultaneously,

hanged, but another analysis is semanti ally more

plausible).

Granularity of Predi tions

A further aspe t of

ost predi tion that is worth

omparing

is the granularity of predi tions.

Models have a

ity for di ulty predi tions: We

all predi tions that are binary ags for the existen e of

qualitative predi tions, predi tions that spe ify the relative size of pro essing direlative-quantitative predi tions, and predi tions that dire tly link a model's output to

di ulty
ulty

hoi e between three levels of granular-
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predi tions. Absolute reading times are

known to depend also on fa tors like word length, word frequen y and predi tability (Just
& Carpenter, 1980; M Donald & Shill o k, 2003), whi h are not

onsidered in any of the

models dis ussed here (see, e.g., Demberg and Keller (2008); Boston, Hale, Kliegl, Patil,
and Vasishth (2008) for models of absolute reading times for newspaper text).
The models introdu ed above fall into dierent
grammar-based models using the

lasses on this s ale.

make qualitative predi tions by announ ing the presen e of di ulty if a
stru ture takes pla e.

Probabilisti

ost fun tion introdu ed by Cro ker and Brants (2000)
hange in preferred

This type of predi tion is quite impre ise, sin e it does not give

an indi ation of the relative di ulty en ountered in the region in
regions. The settling time of

ompetition-based

omparison to other

onstraint-integration models, on the other

hand, predi ts relative pro essing di ulty and therefore

onstitutes a relative-quantitative

predi tion.
The

SynSem-Integration

model's

per- ondition

quantitative. Re all that we dene the nal
region as the average

predi tions

are

also

relative-

ost predi tion for the pro essing of an input

ost predi ted over all stimuli. Cost predi tions therefore depend not

only on the amount of di ulty predi ted for individual stimuli and the granularity of those
predi tions, but also on the number of stimuli for whi h di ulty is predi ted. The model's
predi tions thus ree t the relative pro essing ease for a
in

omparison to one with many di ult ones.

predi tions depends on the

ondition with many easy stimuli

The granularity of the model's per-item

ost fun tion used. We will dis uss

ost fun tions of dierent

granularity in the next se tion. We will show that the most reliable per- ondition predi tions are made by binary or

oarse-grained relative-quantitative

ost fun tions, whi h are

most resistant to noise.

3.3. Parameters of the model
Having dis ussed the

omponent models and the

SynSem-Integration model, we now
setting of the

on lude the des ription of the model by dis ussing the

ost predi tion parameters.

is the interpolation fa tor used to
implementation of the two

ost predi tion me hanism of the

There are two types of parameters:

ompute the global preferen e s ore.

The rst

The other is the

ost fun tions that predi t di ulty. We introdu e both types

of parameters and then des ribe the parameter sele tion pro ess, during whi h the SynSemIntegration model's performan e on a development set is optimized.

3.3.1. The interpolation fa tor.
global preferen e s ore for the

mines the globally preferred synta ti
The interpolation fa tor

f

ability of the synta ti

ai .

f

is used to

stru ture, whi h has to be known for

omponents, as shown in Equation 9.

analysis assigned to interpretation

plausibility s ore assigned by the semanti

ompute the

The global s ore of the analyses deter-

determines the respe tive inuen e of the synta ti

s ores predi ted by the two model
semanti

The interpolation fa tor

andidate analyses

i

ost predi tion.
and semanti

Syn

is the prob-

by the parser and

Global score(ai ) = f · Syn(ai ) · (1 − f ) Sem(ai )
The interpolation fa tor
synta ti

f

ranges between

0

and

1.

Sem

is the

plausibility model.
(9)

The larger this fa tor, the more the

probability of an analysis dominates its global s ore (i.e., the more similar the

global ranking of analyses be omes like the ranking based on the syntax s ore).
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3.3.2. The ost fun tions.
The se ond type of model parameter is the exa t formulation of the

ost fun tions used

for di ulty predi tion. Re all that the SynSem-Integration model employs a
of two

ombination

ost fun tions tailored to the Coni t and Revision situations in human senten e

pro essing identied above.

Sin e ea h of the

ost fun tions applies to only one sour e

of di ulty, their output is simply added to predi t overall di ulty for an in remental
pro essing step.
Coni t
yields

ost quanties the pro essing di ulty in urred in situations where the input

oni ting eviden e for whi h analysis to prefer, while Revision

the pro essing di ulty

ost a

ounts for

aused by abandoning a preferred interpretation of the input and

repla ing it with another. Cost predi tion in either of these situations

an be instantiated by

ost fun tions with dierent granularity of predi tion. We dene three alternatives ea h for
omputing Coni t and Revision

ost and evaluate their appropriateness during parameter

setting. Re all that the granularity of the

ost fun tions only ae ts the grain size of the

SynSem-Integration model's per-item predi tions, not that of its per- ondition predi tions
(see Se tion 3.2).

Coni t ost

is predi ted on the basis of the insight from

pro essing di ulty
The

oni t

an be explained by a

ompetition-based models that

oni t between strong disagreeing

ost fun tions in the SynSem-Integration model therefore are sensitive to dif-

fering stru tural preferen es in the two information sour es. Take
denote the synta ti
three

onstraints.

and semanti

rank syn

5 of the globally preferred analysis

rank

and

gp .

rank sem

ost fun tions, presented here
(in the order of in reasing neness of granularity.

1.

Fixed Cost : cost conflict =

1
0

if

rank syn (gp) 6= rank sem (gp)

else

Fixed Cost is a qualitative measure whi h predi ts binary di ulty by assigning a

1

to

We dene

if the rank of the globally preferred analysis diers in the synta ti

and semanti

ost of

models.

This is the simplest possible way of modeling a Coni t situation in the SynSem-Integration
model.
2.
Rank

Rank Cost : cost conflict = abs(rank syn (gp) − rank sem (gp))

ost

omputes Coni t

ost as the dieren e between the ranks assigned to the globally

preferred analysis by the two models. For this fun tion, no

ost is in urred if the globally

preferred analysis is ranked rst in both models, and growing amounts of

ost are assigned

the lower the globally preferred analysis is ranked in a disagreeing model. This
is motivated by the intuition that more
the rankings of the synta ti
one rank position. Sin e it

and semanti

5

model dier widely than if they dier by only

aptures the strength of the disagreement between the models,

it allows relative-quantitative preditions.
3.

ost fun tion

ost should be in urred in a Coni t situation if

Ratio Cost : cost conflict =

psyn (lp)


 psyn (gp)

psem (lp)
 psem (gp)


0

if

rank sem (gp) > rank syn (gp)

if

rank syn (gp) > rank sem (gp)

else

Note that analyses with identi al s ores are assumed to share a rank, so there an be two equally preferred

analyses. In these

ases, as long as one of the equally preferred analyses

one, no di ulty is predi ted.

orresponds to the globally preferred
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onsiders the probability

ratio between the lo ally preferred (lp ) analysis put forward by the disagreeing model and
the value that this model assigns to the globally preferred (gp ) analysis (the one that is
ranked highest in the overall ranking). This fun tion is a more graded implementation of
Rank

ost, su h that a stru ture that is dispreferred in the disagreeing model by a small

margin in urs less
Predi ted

0.5

1

and

ost than one that is mu h less likely than the highest-ranked analysis.

ost larger than zero is s aled by the logisti
to avoid an explosion of

fun tion

1
1+e−cost to values between

ost if the lo ally preferred analysis is mu h more likely

than the globally preferred analysis.

Revision ost
manti

We also identify three Revision

interpretation of the globally preferred analysis

step. We take this to be the
manti

ost fun tions that apply when the se-

interpretation is not equal to or a monotoni

preferred semanti

hanges from the last pro essing

ase when the set of verb-argument pairs in the

analysis at the last time step.

6 Here,

set(gp t )

argument pairs asso iated with the globally preferred synta ti
and

psem (gp t )

denotes the semanti

plausibility of

urrent se-

extension of the set derived from the

gp

at

t.

denotes the set of verb-

stru ture

gp

at time step

Again, we present the three

t,

ost

fun tions in order of in reasing neness of granularity.
1.
Fixed

Fixed Cost : cost revision

ost as a qualitative

(
1
=
0

if

set(gp t ) 6⊇ set(gp t−1 )

else

ost fun tion assigns a xed penalty of

argument pairs in the globally preferred parse at
semanti
the

t

1

if the set of verb-

is not a monotoni

extension of the

representation of the globally preferred parse from the previous time step. This is

ost fun tion used in non-surprisal probabilisti

grammar-based models sin e Cro ker

and Brants (2000).

2.

If-Worse Cost : cost revision =



1



0

set(gp t ) 6⊇ set(gp t−1 )
and psem (gp t ) < psem (gp t−1 )
if

else

The If-Worse fun tion is a qualitative modi ation of the Fixed
a xed Revision
has

hanged

and

the semanti

analysis of the globally preferred parse is less probable than

the preferred one at the last time step.
semanti ally equal or more a

6

 psem (gp )
t−1

 psem (gp t )



0

if

set(gp t ) 6⊇ set(gp t−1 )

and

psem (gp t ) < psem (gp t−1 )

else

ost fun tion is a relative-quantitative version of the If-Worse fun tion. It assigns

the ratio of the semanti
analysis,

omprehender than the previously preferred one.

Ratio Cost : cost revision =

The Ratio

The intuition behind this modi ation is that a

eptable interpretation should be adopted more readily than

one that is less satisfying to the

3.

ost fun tion. It only assigns

ost if the set of verb-argument pairs in the globally preferred stru ture

probabilities of the last preferred analysis and the

apturing the dieren e in semanti

urrent preferred

preferredness between the two instead of as-

Note that we do not pay attention to the roles assigned to the verb-argument pairs, be ause role re-

ost as long as the synta ti stru ture remains the same (e.g., He loaded
the tru kGoal , whi h is easily reanalyzed into He loaded the tru kT heme onto the boatGoal , upon en ountering
onto the boat Prit hett, 1992).

assignment does not appear to in ur
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1
1+e−cost , as for the Ratio

urrent best analysis is mu h less

likely than the last preferred analysis.

3.3.3. Parameter setting.
The model parameters (interpolation fa tor

f

and

ost fun tions) are

hosen so that

the model predi ts an experimentally observed pattern of human pro essing di ulty with
maximal a

ura y. As a development set, we use a data set from the Garnsey et al. (1997)

reading time study, namely the reading times for equibiased verbs. This data set was

hosen

be ause it shows statisti ally signi ant ee ts and yields a relatively large number of stimuli
for pro essing by the SynSem-Integration model, and be ause there was a su ient number
of other data sets for the same phenomenon (the NP/S ambiguity, see Materials below)
available for testing.
The data set

ontains a total of four reading time measurements, taken during two

riti al regions in two

onditions. The SynSem-Integration model's task is to pro ess the

original experimental items and to predi t the observed pattern of di ulty as

losely as

possible from them. We use the results for the total-time measure, sin e the model's predi tions do not extend to the level of early versus late ee ts. The total time measure sums all
xations on the region in question and ree ts the total time spent inspe ting the region,
be it during early or later pro essing.
The experimental observations and the predi tions of the SynSem-Integration model
are s aled to indi ate the per entage of di ulty

ontributed by ea h region as proposed in

Narayanan and Jurafsky (2005). This is more appropriate than using uns aled predi tions
and observations, sin e the model does not intend to dire tly predi t reading times or reading
time dieren es, but the o

urren e of relative di ulty due to pro essing me hanisms.

We s ale separately for ea h

ondition by normalizing ea h region's observed or predi ted

di ulty by the total di ulty observed or predi ted a ross all regions.
We evaluate a range of dierent parameter values a

ording to the quality of pre-

di tions that they allow the SynSem-Integration model to make. Parameter settings that
ause the model's predi tions to exhibit a dierent pattern from the observed data are reje ted, and settings that emulate the observed pattern as

losely as possible are preferred.

We further dierentiate between the parameter settings that lead to qualitative a
predi tions by the size of the

orrelation

eptable

oe ient between predi tions and observations

(although we do not report the signi an e level for the

orrelation, sin e only four data

points are available).

f

We evaluate ten values for the weighting parameter
ea h of ve
Ratio

ombinations of Coni t and Revision

(in

0.1

steps from

ost fun tions (we do not

0

to

1)

for

ombine the

ost fun tions with any of the others due to their vastly dierent granularity).

Results and Dis ussion

Table 5 gives an overview over the parameter values that al-

low good qualitative predi tions of the pattern of di ulty in the development data. The
Coni t and Revision

ost fun tions introdu ed above are reported with the range of values

for the interpolation fa tor
values of

f

lead to a

f

that lead to qualitatively

orrelation

oe ient of Pearson's

observed data points. The Rank/If-Worse

orre t predi tions.

All reported

r ≥ 0.95 between the predi ted and
f > 0.8 leads to espe ially good

ombination with
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Table 5: Best-performing interpolation fa tors for dierent ost fun tion ombinations.
Coni t Cost

Revision Cost

Fixed

Fixed





Fixed

If-Worse

0.71



Rank

Fixed





Rank

If-Worse

0.70.8

0.91

Ratio

Ratio

0.91



a 1: syntax only, 0: semanti s only, : No

predi tions (Pearson's

•

For all su

f Range a
r > 0.95 r > 0.99

r > 0.99).

orre t predi tions

We make several observations:

essful model parametrizations, predi tions be ome more like the observed

development data the larger the interpolation fa tor is, that is, the more the syntax model
determines the global ranking. Re all that the semanti

ranking is always used for Coni t

ost predi tion, no matter what the global ranking is, so the resulting model is not equal to
using a syntax-only model. The observation that extreme is better may be at least in part
due to the fa t that syntax and semanti s are pit hed against ea h other in the development
data, leaving the
range of

f

onstraints either in perfe t agreement or exa tly at odds. However, the

for whi h the non-probabilisti

fun tions qualitatively predi t the experimental

observations is relatively wide. This indi ates that the model is quite robust as long as the
synta ti

•

model has more weight in de iding the global ranking.
The probability ratio approa h, though appealing due to its ne grain size, does not

allow us to predi t the
of

f

values as the

two probabilisti

•
itatively

orre t distribution of di ulty as well and a ross as broad a range

oarser-grained approa hes. This is probably due to noise present in the
omponent models.

Only models using the probabilisti
orre t predi tions. These

or If-Worse Revision

ost fun tion make qual-

ost fun tions postulate Revision

ost only if the new

globally preferred analysis is less plausible than the old one was.
In the evaluation of the SynSem-Integration model, we will primarily refer to the
predi tions of the best-performing Rank/If-Worse

ombination of

ost fun tions with

f = 1.

To show that the model's predi tions are robust a ross a range of model parametrizations,
we will also report numeri al evaluation results for the other two su
Fixed/If-Worse with

f =1

and Ratio/Ratio with

f = 1.

Choosing

essful parametrization,

f =1

from the range

of possible values seems justied for two reasons: First, model performan e in reases with
higher values of

f,

and se ond, this

ranking of analyses to the synta ti
rankings required in the general
the synta ti
synta ti

to the semanti

hoi e simplies the model, as it redu es the global

ranking, ee tively eliminating one of the three separate

ase. Coni t

an now be identied by dire tly

omparing

ranking, and Revision by tra king the preferred analysis in the

ranking.

3.4. An example: the MC/RR ambiguity
We now present an example of the di ulty predi tion pro ess in the SynSemIntegration model, presenting the a tual system output for the input senten e

The vi tim
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terrorized by his aptors was freed qui kly.
pro essing steps that we

by -phrase, the

Fig. 4 gives a s hemati

overview over the four

onsider: The ambiguous verb, the beginning of the disambiguating

ompletion of the

by -phrase and the main verb.

In the gure, ea h row in a table represents one possible synta ti
terized as the main
synta ti
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analysis,

hara -

lause (MC) or redu ed relative (RR) interpretation. We also list the

model's probability predi tion (normalized over all analyses in the sear h beam)

and the resulting synta ti

ranking. This is

omplemented by the semanti

model's ranking,

normalized probability predi tion and the underlying role assignment. We show data from
the Rank/If-Worse,
and Revision

f =1

ost at our

model, so these two rankings are enough to determine Coni t

hosen parameter settings. For the sake of brevity, we only list the

relevant parses. The synta ti

parser proposes several additional analyses, most of whi h

dier on the level of part-of-spee h labels (e.g., singular noun versus plural noun). Where
there are real synta ti

alternatives beyond the MC and RR interpretations, we mention

them expli itly below.
At the rst pro essing step, the ambiguous region, the main
synta ti ally preferred - its normalized probability is almost
implies that the
The semanti

vi tim is the semanti

agent of the

oni t between the synta ti

the

experien er

relative

by, the semanti

in synta ti

h is highly unlikely.

lause and redu ed relative analyses

auses a predi tion of pro essing di ulty in this region.
At the preposition

and semanti

ranking

vi tim is preferred to be

ranking remains the same (

obje t position), but the synta ti

ranking

hanges. A redu ed

onstru tion with an agent PP is now more likely than the main

where the PP has to be interpreted as an adverbial.
the synta ti

learly

However, this analysis

terrorizing event, whi

model markedly prefers to rank the main

in the opposite order for this item. The

lause analysis is

0.9.

lause reading,

In addition to these two analyses,

model also proposes a redu ed relative analysis (not shown in the gure) that

interprets the PP as an adverbial, as in

freed qui kly.

The

The vi timobj terrorized (PP-Adv by the seaside) was

hange in preferred analysis from the main

interpretation prompts no Revision

ost in the If-Worse

lause to the redu ed relative

ost fun tion presented here, be ause

the newly-preferred analysis is semanti ally more likely than the abandoned one. If we were
using the Fixed Revision

ost fun tion, di ulty would be predi ted. Note that a predi tion

of no di ulty on the item level does not mean that the region as a whole is predi ted to
show no pro essing di ulty, sin e the predi tions over individual items are averaged for the
region predi tion, and noise in items and model will

ause a non-zero di ulty predi tion

on average.
At the next time step, an expli it agent of the terrorizing event is pro essed. This does
not ae t the synta ti
models

or semanti

ranking in

omparison to the previous time step: Both

ontinue to prefer the redu ed relative interpretation. The main

unlikely both synta ti ally and semanti ally: The semanti
that the

aptors

lause analysis is

model's interpretations assumes

vi tim arries out the terrorizing event, whi h
vi tim as an agent. As for the previous time step,

are the means by whi h the

does not serve to in rease the likelihood of

we do not show the redu ed relative analysis that interprets the PP as an adverbial. Sin e
both models agree in their ranking and no

hange in preferred analysis has taken pla e, no

ost is predi ted for this region.
Finally, on the main verb, only the redu ed relative interpretation remains synta ti ally viable.

The synta ti

parser proposes to interpret

freed

either as a verb or as an

Semantic Model

MC: The victimsubj terrorized

0.898

1.

2.

0.001

terrorize-victim-agent

RR: The victimobj terrorized

0.074

2.

1.

0.999

terrorize-victim-experiencer

by

Syntactic Model

Semantic Model

RR: The victimobj terrorized (PP-Agt by)

0.787

1.

1.

0.999

terrorize-victim-experiencer

MC: The victimsubj terrorized (PP-Adv by)

0.002

2.

2.

0.001

terrorize-victim-agent

Agent PP
Syntactic Model
RR: The victimobj terrorized (PP-Agt by

Semantic Model
0.808

1.

1.

0.999

terrorize-victim-experiencer/

0.046

3.

2.

0.001

terrorize-victim-agent/

his captors)

terrorize-captors-agent

MC: The victimsubj terrorized (PP-Adv by
his captors)

terrorize-captors-means

Main Verb
Syntactic Model
RR: The victim terrorized (PP-Agt by
his captors) was freed

Semantic Model
0.784

1.

1.

0.5

terrorize-victim-experiencer/
terrorize-captors-agent/
victim-free-unk

Figure 4. Pro essing an experimental item: Analyses, predi ted normalized probabilities and rankings by the synta ti and semanti models.
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adje tive, resulting in two synta ti

was.

analyses with dierent main verbs, namely

Neither main verb is present in the semanti

di tion of
In this

unknown ),
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freed

and

model's training data ( f. the role pre-

so the analyses are equally likely semanti ally and tied for rst rank.

ase, no Coni t or Revision

ost is predi ted.

3.5. Evaluation of the SynSem-Integration model
We now turn to evaluating the SynSem-Integration model. We present the model's predi tions of pro essing di ulty for four ambiguity phenomena: The Main Clause/Redu ed
Relative (MC/RR) ambiguity, NP obje t/Sentential Complement (NP/S) ambiguity, NP
obje t/Clause Boundary (NP/0) ambiguity and PP-Atta hment ambiguity. For ea h phenomenon, the model's predi tions for two experimental reading-time studies are
based on the original materials used in the studies.

omputed

We present a qualitative evaluation

for one study on ea h of the four phenomena to illustrate the SynSem-Integration model's
predi tions.
As a further step to evaluate the SynSem-Integration model as obje tively as possible, we

orrelate its predi tions with the pro essing di ulty observed in all eight studies

( omputed as the reading time dieren e between ambiguous and

ontrol

onditions). This

tests how the model performs over a range of studies, and assesses the relative dieren e
predi ted between all the observations.

3.5.1. Method.
As for parameter setting, we

ompare the SynSem-Integration model's predi tions to

the results reported for self-pa ed reading times or, in eye-tra king studies, for the total-time
measure, whi h

olle ts all xations on the region in question and thereby ree ts all ee ts

of reading and re-reading visible in xation durations. We use the results for the total-time
measure sin e the model's predi tions do not extend to the level of early versus late ee ts.
We

reate predi tions for all

riti al regions (up to and in luding the disambiguation

region) measured in the experimental data used for evaluation.

The SynSem-Integration

model's di ulty predi tion for a region is the sum of the Coni t and Revision ost predi ted
in this region for all items, normalized by the number of items pro essed.

We use the

best-performing parameters determined on the development set, namely the Rank/If-Worse
ombination of

ost fun tions and

f = 1.

We base our predi tions on all the items from any one study that
by the SynSem-Integration model. This ex ludes items that

an be pro essed

annot be parsed

orre tly. A

orre tly parsed item is one where the preferred analysis at ea h point in pro essing is one
of the alternative analyses that the experimenters assumed for the ambiguity. The synta ti
model

orre tly parses between 32% and 83% of items a ross the eight studies, with a

median of 57%. From these items, we further ex lude items that
semanti

annot be pro essed by the

plausibility model be ause the target verb is unseen in training.

Final

overage

is between 27% and 75% of all items, with a median of 42%. For 80% of these items, the
semanti

model prefers one of the synta ti

analyses assumed by the experimenters.

For

the remainder, it supports alternative analyses that either were not assumed present by the
experimenters or are synta ti

misparses.

In addition to the predi tions by the SynSem-Integration model, we also report the
predi tions made by a head-head lexi alized probabilisti -grammar based model. This model
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serves as an informed baseline for the SynSem-Integration model's performan e. It has the
same synta ti

information as the SynSem-Integration model's syntax model and

use information on the

o-o

urren e of lexi al heads in synta ti

an also

ongurations to evaluate

alternative parses. We use the head-head lexi alized grammar derived from the Penn Treebank that is des ribed in Se tion 3.1 above.
best synta ti

parse at the

This model predi ts di ulty whenever the

urrent time step is not a monotoni

extension of the best parse

at the last time step.
The experimental observations and the predi tions of the models are again s aled
as des ribed in Se tion 3.3 above to ree t the proportion of overall pro essing di ulty
ontributed by ea h region. For ea h

ondition, we sum the observed or predi ted di ulty

over all regions and normalize ea h region's di ulty by the total. In the
observed di ulty, we rst move all observations for the ae ted
spa e by adding a

onstant value

ase of negative

ondition into positive

hosen to bring the lowest negative value to 1.

This

transformation preserves the relative position of the data points and allows us to apply the
standard s aling pro edure.
We evaluate both models' predi tions by
terns of di ulty using Spearman's

ρ,

orrelating the predi ted and observed pat-

sin e the use of a parametri

orrelation test is not

justied for all data sets.

3.5.2. The MC/RR ambiguity.
The inuen e of themati

t on the pro essing of this ambiguity, introdu ed above in

Se tion 3.2, was investigated, among others, by Ma Donald (1994) and M Rae et al. (1998).
Both studies manipulated the themati

t of the rst NP with the verb as an agent or patient

pirate in the senten e The pirate terrorized by his aptors was freed qui kly with
vi tim ), testing whether a good agent like pirate biases readers towards the ultimately wrong
main lause interpretation, while a good patient like vi tim might bias them towards the

(varying

redu ed relative reading.
Ma Donald (1994), in her Experiment 2, also varied the number of possible analyses
in the ambiguous region through the amount of disambiguating information present in postverbal
(3)

onstituents Senten es (3-a) to (3-d) show a
a.

The news stated that the mi rolm

omplete item set with all manipulations.

on ealed inside the se ret passageway was

dis overed. (Good Patient/Early Disambiguation)
b.

The news stated that the mi rolm

on ealed most of the night was dis overed.

(Good Patient/Late Disambiguation)
.

The news stated that the spy

on ealed inside the se ret passageway was dis ov-

ered. (Poor Patient/Early Disambiguation)
d.

The news stated that the spy

on ealed most of the night was dis overed. (Poor

Patient/Late Disambiguation)
The manipulation of post-verbal material

onsisted of varying the point at whi h the post-

verbal phrases ex luded a transitive main

lause

ontinuation of the senten es, thereby pro-

moting the redu ed relative meaning. Early Disambiguation materials as in (3-a) and (3- )
made this obvious at the rst post-verbal word. Late Disambiguation materials as in (3-b)
and (3-d) reliably ex luded the transitive main

of the

ould still be

most
most of the do uments ),

lause only at the third or fourth word (

ontinued to be a dire t obje t, for example as

% Predicted (Observed) Difficulty
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Model Good Agents
Model Good Patients
Exp Good Agents
Exp Good Patients

100
80
60
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20
0
Verb

by

NP

MV

Regions

Figure 5. M Rae et al. 1998: Experimental results and model predi tions for the MC/RR ambiguity. GA: Good agent rst NP, GP: Good patient rst NP.

giving the reader more time to entertain the initially preferred main
Ma Donald (1994) found that a

lause hypothesis.

ombination of good patient rst NP and early dis-

ambiguation post-verbal material (both pointing towards the redu ed relative) eliminated
the di ulty at the disambiguating main verb. When the two information sour es pointed
towards dierent interpretations, she found some indi ation of di ulty at the disambiguation. When both information sour es pointed towards a main

lause, readers had signi ant

di ulty at the disambiguating main verb.
M Rae et al.

(1998) used agentive

by-phrases

sponds to Ma Donald's Early Disambiguation

as post-verbal material, whi h

ondition.

orre-

They presented two words at a

time and measured self-pa ed reading. They also found an inuen e of themati

t: Readers

found it harder to pro ess ambiguous senten es with good patients at the verb+by region,
where the good patients are implausible agents in the preferred main

lause interpretation,

but at the main verb, whi h disambiguates towards the dispreferred redu ed relative interpretation, the good agent senten es were harder. We present the modeling results for this
study below.

Qualitative Analysis

We present modeling results for the M Rae et al.

data set, our

running example in this paper. The reading time data was measured on the regions

agent NP
words

and

ontain

main verb.

We make predi tions for the

verb

and

by

verb+by,

separately, sin e both

ues for the pro essing system. The other regions are retained without mod-

i ation. We plot the observed data both with the SynSem-Integration model's predi tions
(in Fig. 5) and with the baseline model predi tions (in Fig. 6).
The SynSem-Integration model (gray lines in Fig. 5) predi ts that stimuli with good
patients should be harder to read at the verb than stimuli with good agents, be ause good

% Predicted (Observed) Difficulty
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Bsl Good Agents
Bsl Good Patients
Exp Good Agents
Exp Good Patients

100
80
60
40
20
0
Verb

by

NP

MV

Regions

Figure 6. M Rae et al. 1998: Experimental results and baseline predi tions for the MC/RR
ambiguity. GA: Good agent rst NP, GP: Good patient rst NP

patients introdu e a
and the semanti

oni t between the synta ti

preferen e for the main

preferen e for the redu ed relative. At

by, both

lause reading

onditions are predi ted to

be similarly di ult, and in the agent NP region, our model predi ts more di ulty for the
good agent senten es than for the good patients. This ree ts the revision of the previously
well-supported main

lause readings as the disambiguating region unfolds. At the main verb,

our model predi ts equally low di ulty for both

onditions, most of the revision having

taken pla e in the previous two regions.
We nd these predi tions mirrored in the experimental results, but one region late.
Re all that the rst experimental region

by ).

model makes predi tions (verb+

ombines the rst and se ond region for whi h our

In this long region, we see the di ulty with good

patient senten es that was predi ted by the model to be en ountered at the verb. In the
next region, di ulty for good agent and good patient senten es is relatively similar (the
dieren e is not signi ant in the experimental results). Finally, good agent senten es prove
to be signi antly harder than good patient senten es. The dis repan y in timing between
the model predi tions and the observed data are presumably
the

onation of verb and

by

aused by two fa tors: First,

in the measurements, whi h makes it hard to exa tly identify

the onset of the di ulty with good agents, and se ond a

spillover ee t

(Just, Carpenter, &

Woolley, 1982), a phenomenon frequently found with self-pa ed reading data, where ee ts
show or linger a region or two after their hypothesized onset.
The predi tions of the synta ti

baseline (see Fig. 6) are notably dissimilar from the

observed data. The baseline model makes exa tly the same predi tions for both plausibility
onditions, whi h is to be expe ted given our observations about the sparseness of headhead

o-o

urren e information that

ould yield

predi ts a large amount of di ulty at the

lues to semanti

by -phrase

plausibility. The model

followed by a smaller amount at the
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main verb. This distribution
pro essing:

learly ree ts the di ulty en ountered in purely synta ti

After an initial preferen e for the more frequent main

most stimuli are analyzed as
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ontaining a redu ed relative at

lause interpretation,

by, and the remainder swit

the preferred analysis towards a redu ed relative at the disambiguating main verb.
SynSem-Integration model's modulation of this general pattern by themati

hes
The

t ee ts more

losely ree ts the observed human behavior.

3.6. The NP/S ambiguity
The NP/S ambiguity results from the possibility to interpret a post-verbal NP as a
dire t obje t or as the subje t of an embedded senten e

omplement, as in the example

senten es (4-a) and (4-b) (from Pi kering, Traxler, & Cro ker, 2000).
(4)

a.

The

riminal

onfessed his sins and reformed.

b.

The

riminal

onfessed his sins harmed too many people.

In senten e (4-a),

his sins is a dire

t obje t in a main

lause, but in the senten e

reading shown in (4-b), the NP is part of an embedded senten e
tion towards the senten e

omplement

omplement. Disambigua-

omplement reading follows immediately at the next word after the

NP. In this ambiguity, readers usually initially interpret the se ond NP as the dire t obje t
of the main verb and show di ulty at a disambiguation towards the sentential

omplement

interpretation.
Pi kering and Traxler (1998) varied the themati

t of the ambiguous NP as a dire t

obje t of the verb. Their eye-tra king study found an inuen e of themati
ambiguous NP and at the disambiguation.

t both on the

Ambiguous NPs that made implausible dire t

obje ts were harder to read than plausible ones, and the disambiguation was harder to read
after seeing a plausible ambiguous NP (that biases towards the ultimately in orre t obje t
interpretation) than after seeing an implausible one.
Garnsey et al. (1997) varied the plausibility of the ambiguous NP as well as the subategorization preferen e of the verb. They used verbs that prefer a sentential

omplement

(SC verbs), verbs that prefer an NP argument (DO verbs) and verbs that are equibiased
(EQ verbs, our development set). Senten es (5-a) and (5-b) are an example of DO and SC
bias stimuli, whi h we model for evaluation.
(5)

a.

The dire tor

onrmed the rumor should have been stopped earlier.

(Good

obje t, DO-preferring verb)
b.

The dire tor

onrmed the money should have been managed better.

(Bad

obje t, DO-preferring verb)
.

The agent admitted the mistake had been

areless. (Good obje t, SC-preferring

verb)
d.

The agent admitted the airplane had been late taking o.

(Bad obje t, SC-

preferring verb)
Garnsey et al.'s eye tra king study found no signi ant ee t of plausibility on SC-biased
verbs for the total time measure we model, but there was some indi ation of di ulty when
parti ipants read the disambiguation region in the DO

ondition for stimuli with plausible

obje t NPs. These NPs initially support the dire t obje t hypothesis whi h is

ontradi ted

Exp Good Obj
Exp Bad Obj
Model Good Obj
Model Bad Obj

100
80
60
40
20
0
NP

MV

% Predicted/Observed Difficulty

% Predicted/Observed Difficulty
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Figure 7. Garnsey et al. 1997: Experimental results and model predi tions for the NP/S ambiguity.
Left: Dire t Obje t preferen e, right: Sentential Complement preferen e. Bad Obj: Bad NP obje t,
Good Obj: Good NP obje t.
Exp Good Obj
Exp Bad Obj
Bsl Bad Obj
Bsl Good Obj

100
80
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40
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0
NP

MV

Sent. Complement Preference: Regions

Figure 8. Garnsey et al. 1997: Experimental results and baseline predi tions for the NP/S ambiguity. Left: Dire t Obje t preferen e, right: Sentential Complement preferen e. Bad Obj: Bad NP
obje t, Good Obj: Good NP obje t.

at the disambiguation.

Qualitative Analysis
obje t and sentential

Fig. 7 shows our model's predi tions for Garnsey et al.'s dire t

omplement

onditions. For the dire t obje t preferen e

ondition (on

the left), our model predi ts that stimuli with NPs that are implausible dire t obje ts should
be hard to pro ess at the NP, but mu h easier at the main verb, whi h shows them not to
be dire t obje ts of the rst verb at all. Inversely, good dire t obje t stimuli should be easy
to pro ess at the NP, but harder at the disambiguation.
For the sentential

omplement

ondition (Fig. 7, right), the SynSem-Integration model

predi ts a similar intera tion, with an espe ially extreme distribution of di ulty for the
implausible obje t NPs. For both

onditions, the observations follow a very similar pattern

to the predi tions.
The baseline model's predi tions are shown in Fig. 8.
model la ks su ient themati
between the

They verify again that this

t information: The baseline model predi ts no dieren e

onditions for the dire t obje t bias verbs, and the small predi ted dieren e

Exp GO-BO
Model GO-BO

100

60
40
20
0
MV

Model Predictions: Regions
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Exp GO-BO
Bsl GO-BO

100
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NP

% Predicted/Observed Difficulty

% Predicted/Observed Difficulty
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Figure 9. Pi kering, Traxler and Cro ker 2000: Left: Experimental results and model predi tions
for the NP/0 ambiguity. Right: Experimental results and baseline predi tions. Bad obje t reading
times minus Good obje t reading times.

for the sentential

omplement verbs trends in the wrong dire tion.

3.7. The NP/0 ambiguity
The NP/0 ambiguity also
NP

enters around the interpretation of an ambiguous NP. This

an either serve as a dire t obje t to a verb in an adverbial

lause, as in (6-a) (the

NP

lause whi h pre edes a main

alternative), or as the subje t of the main

where it stands in no relation to the verb in the adverbial

lause (the

0

lause, as in (6-b),
ase, from Pi kering

& Traxler, 1998).
(6)

a.

While the woman was editing the magazine it started to rain.

b.

While the woman was editing the magazine amused the reporters.

When pro essing this ambiguity, readers usually interpret the ambiguous NP as the dire t
obje t of the verb and show di ulty when it is disambiguated towards being the subje t
of the main

lause.

Pi kering and Traxler (1998) manipulated the themati
dire t obje t of the verb. Their eye-tra king study found a

t of the ambiguous NP as a
lear inuen e of themati

t.

For the total reading time measure, signi ant ee ts were found both on the ambiguous NP
and at the disambiguation, su h that implausible ambiguous NPs were harder to read than
plausible ones, but

aused less pro essing di ulty than plausible NPs at the disambiguation

towards the 0 alternative.
Pi kering et al. (2000) investigated the

ase of optionally transitive verbs with a strong

intransitive bias in addition to manipulating themati
(7)

t, using stimuli like (7-a) and (7-b).

a.

While the pilot was ying the plane stood over by the fen e.

b.

While the pilot was ying the horse stood over by the fen e.

The total time ndings for ea h region from their eye-tra king study show that reading time
was longer on the NP for implausible obje t stimuli, while on the verb, reading time was
shorter for these stimuli.
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Qualitative Analysis
there is no way to

We present results for the Pi kering et al.

onstru t a synta ti ally unambiguous

ambiguity, Pi kering et al.

ontrol

(2000) study.

Sin e

ondition for the NP/0

ompare the reading times for the good obje t

reading times for the bad obje t
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onditions to the

onditions. The plots of observed and predi ted di ulty

in Fig. 9 therefore represent the relative di ulty of good obje ts as opposed to bad obje ts.
They show the s aled dieren e between the reading times for good obje t senten es from
the reading times for bad obje t senten es.
Our model

orre tly predi ts that good obje ts should be easy to read in

omparison

to bad obje ts at the ambiguous NP (Fig. 9, left-hand side), and that bad obje ts in
should be hard to read in

ontrast

omparison with good obje ts at the disambiguation. The synta ti

baseline again predi ts no dieren e in di ulty between the semanti

onditions (Fig. 9,

right-hand side). This manifests as a straight line on the abs issa on the right-hand graph
in Fig. 9.

3.8. The PP-atta hment ambiguity
A PP-Atta hment ambiguity usually arises in utteran es like (8-a) and (8-b) from

Rayner et al. (1983), where the atta hment of the prepositional phrase with bino ulars or
with a revolver is possible both to the main verb (see with bino ulars ) and to the obje t NP
( op with bino ulars ).
(8)

a.

The spy saw the

op with bino ulars.

b.

The spy saw the

rook with a revolver.

The PP-Atta hment ambiguity is synta ti ally a global ambiguity:
unambiguously spe ifying the atta hment site. However, semanti
the atta hment of

bino ulars

to

see

with a revolver

to

the rook

vastly more plausible than to

There is no way of

plausibility disambiguates

in (8-b) and makes the atta hment of

op.

with

This means has been used to investigate

the preferred initial atta hment in the pro essing of this ambiguity.
Rayner et al. (1983) assumed that the verb atta hment alternative is the synta ti ally
simpler one and, following the parsing prin iple of

Minimal Atta hment

(Frazier, 1978),

hypothesized a global atta hment preferen e to the verb. The total reading time measure
re orded in their eye tra king study indeed shows that readers took longer to read the noun
in the PP if it was biased towards NP atta hment rather than verb atta hment.
Taraban and M Clelland (1988) assumed the existen e of a verb-spe i

atta hment

bias rather than a global parsing prin iple. They identied a verb bias for PP atta hment in
the Rayner et al. stimuli, and added an equal number of stimuli with verbs biased against PP
atta hment. We modeled self-pa ed reading times from Experiment 1A, where the ndings
from Rayner et al. were repli ated for their stimuli, while the new Taraban and M Clelland
items showed the opposite pattern, supporting the assumption that atta hment preferen es
are verb-spe i .
We present results for the Rayner et al. (1983) study be ause the Taraban and M Clelland (1988) study yields only two data points in a single region.

Qualitative Analysis

Fig. 10 shows modeling results for the Rayner et al. (1983) study.

Sin e no synta ti ally unambiguous

ontrols

an be

onstru ted for the PP-Atta hment

% Predicted/Observed Difficulty

% Predicted/Observed Difficulty
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Figure 10. Rayner and Frazier 1983: Left: Experimental results and model predi tions for the
PP-Atta hment ambiguity. Right: Experimental results and baseline predi tions. Noun atta hment
reading times minus verb atta hment reading times.

Table 6: Correlations between model predi tions and observations (Spearman's ρ).
All Data
Model

N

Baseline

36

No Garnsey et al.

ρa

ρa

N

-0.246,

ns

28

-0.276,

Rank/If-Worse

36

0.714,

***

28

0.704,

***

Fixed/If-Worse

36

0.743,

***

28

0.694,

***

Ratio/Ratio

36

0.551,

**

28

0.412,

*

a ns: not signi ant, *:

p < 0.05,

**:

p < 0.01,

***:

p < 0.001

ambiguity, we again use the dieren e between the atta hment
of relative di ulty with the

onditions.

observed di ulty in the verb atta hment
et

NP+preposition (

revolver ).

al.

(1983)

measured

onditions as an indi ation

The plots in Fig. 10 show the s aled dieren e

between predi ted or observed di ulty in the NP atta hment

Rayner

ns

ondition and predi ted or

ondition.
reading

di ulty

the rook with ), and on the NP that

in

two

regions:

the

a

The SynSem-Integration model predi ts that there should be little dieren e in

di ulty between the

onditions on the NP+preposition material that is identi al in both

onditions. At the noun in the PP, the model predi ts that the NP atta hment
should

On

ompletes the prepositional phrase (

ause more di ulty than the verb atta hment

ondition

ondition, as indi ated by the positive

dire tion of the plotted predi tions. The SynSem-Integration model's predi tions

orrespond

almost exa tly to the pattern found in the data.
The synta ti

baseline model predi ts that when the NP within in the PP is read, NP

atta hment will be mu h easier than verb atta hment, leading to a large negative dieren e
in di ulty. This predi tion is due to
single stimulus in a single region.

han e noise: The parser only predi ts di ulty for a
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3.9. Quantitative evaluation
Our quantitative evaluation of the SynSem-Integration model was

arried out against

observations from the above-mentioned eight reading-time studies investigating four phenomena. The model's predi tions were
was done by

omputed as des ribed in Se tion 3.5. Evaluation

orrelation analysis (Spearman's

ρ)

between the predi ted and observed data

points for ea h study. Table 6 shows an analysis a ross the pooled data from all modeled
studies. We present the baseline results and the performan e of the Rank/If-Worse model,
whi h uses the best parametrization on the development set, as well as the other two wellperforming parametrizations to demonstrate the model's robustness a ross parametrizations.
The

orrelation analysis is signi ant with a

Rank/If-Worse model. The

orrelation

oarser-grained Fixed/If-Worse

better than this, while the ner-grained Ratio/Ratio
to the noise inherent in our probabilisti
In

ontrast, the synta ti

oe ient of about

0.7 for the

ost fun tions even do slightly

ost fun tions prove to be very sensitive

models at a

orrelation

oe ient of

baseline model does not a hieve a signi ant

ρ = 0.551.

orrelation with the

observed data.
One reservation about the pooled analysis as a measure of the model's general performan e might be that it in ludes the two NP/S data sets from Garnsey et al., the study that
furnished the development set. One might argue that optimizing on one data subset from a
study makes it likely that the other data subsets from this study will also be optimized indire tly. The right se tion of Table 6 presents the

orrelation results for the overall analysis

without using the Garnsey et al. data sets. The dieren e in
statisti ally signi ant for any of the models (all

p > 0.4,

orrelation

oe ients is not

two-tailed, using Raghunathan's

(2003) test whi h allows for missing values).

3.9.1. Dis ussion.
The quantitative and qualitative analyses of the SynSem-Integration model's predi tions have demonstrated its reliability.

The model

learly outperformed a lexi alized

syntax-only model, whi h, presumably due to sparse data problems, failed to predi t the
inuen e of themati

t on human senten e pro essing. This result highlights the impor-

tan e of the expli it, independently motivated model of semanti

plausibility employed in

the SynSem-Integration model.
The SynSem-Integration model is able to predi t the patterns of human pro essing
di ulty for four well-studied phenomena with un hanged parameter settings and without
per-phenomenon adaptations.

The SynSem-Integration model

problem of hand-sele ting and hand-setting
ponent models, espe ially the synta ti
typi ally used in

model, a

ount for a large amount of

om-

onstraints

onstraint-integration models, for example word form or senten e stru ture

preferen es. This information is in orporated in a single
synta ti

ompletely eliminates the

onstraints for individual phenomena. Its

omprehensive model of lexi al and

frequen ies that is trained on e on a single data set. This model has the advantage

of being general enough to

ontain the relevant information for a large number of phenom-

ena. At the same time, it ensures that no potentially important preferen e information is
negle ted.
The quantitative evaluation of three dierent

ombinations of

ost fun tions has

demonstrated the SynSem-Integration model's robustness given per-item predi tions of different grain size.

In the fa e of noise in the model and the data, the least ne-grained
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ost fun tions performed best. Importantly, all three variants of the model reliably predi t
patterns of pro essing di ulty, and

learly outperform the baseline model.

4. General dis ussion
We have presented the SynSem-Integration model of human senten e pro essing. This
model extends the standard probabilisti

grammar-based a

ount of synta ti

pro essing

with a model of human themati

plausibility intuitions.

a

ee ts in human senten e pro essing, while retaining the

ount for synta ti

and

semanti

main advantages of probabilisti
a

grammar-based models, namely their ability to naturally

ount for frequen y ee ts and their wide

input.

The model is therefore able to

overage of synta ti

phenomena and unseen

The model is to a large extent derived automati ally from training data, whi h

obviates the need for experimenter intervention and grounds the model's predi tions in
naturalisti

language data. This is an advantage of our model over

where the set of relevant

to be modeled. Note that a large number of

onstraints used in

su h as stru tural and lexi al preferen es, are
synta ti

onstraint-based a

ounts,

onstraints has to be spe ied by hand for ea h new phenomenon
onstraint-based a

overed by the probabilisti

ounts,

grammar in the

model in a unied and homogeneous way. Further, the SynSem-Integration model

is the rst to employ a model of human plausibility intuitions (instantiated as verb-argument
themati

t), whi h allows wide

overage of unseen input.

Our evaluation has shown that both the plausibility model that we have proposed
and the SynSem-Integration model reliably predi t human data.

The plausibility model

predi ts human verb-argument-role plausibility judgments, showing wide

overage of unseen

verb-argument-role triples and reliable predi tions for both seen and unseen data points.
The SynSem-Integration model's predi tions have been evaluated against results from eight
experimental studies and a ross four ambiguity phenomena. We have presented qualitative
results for ea h phenomenon and have shown that the model's predi tions are signi antly
orrelated with observed human pro essing di ulty a ross all phenomena.

This demon-

strates the model's generality and robustness.
We now turn to dis ussing the theoreti al impli ations of our model's implementation.
The model

onsists of a synta ti

and a semanti

model, whi h

globally preferred analysis of the input. The semanti
analyses

reated by the synta ti

o-operate to determine a

model is assumed to operate on the

model. This modular ar hite ture is an implementational

hoi e, and we do not make any spe i

laims with regard to its

ognitive plausibility. Note

espe ially that our model is not a syntax-rst approa h, as it does not assume a temporal
disjun tion between purely synta ti , lexi al and semanti
nent immediately integrates lexi ally-spe i
word

lass preferen es) and the semanti

same time step as the synta ti
A se ond point
generalizations

ompo-

information (e.g., verb sub ategorization and

model pro esses and ranks the input within the

model.

on erns the implementation of the semanti

have demonstrated that a probabilisti
of events in a

pro essing: The synta ti

plausibility model. We

model enhan ed with knowledge about semanti

an predi t human semanti

judgments. This model relies on des riptions

orpus to assess event plausibility.

Human beings learn a lot about event

plausibility by observation, and not ne essarily in verbal

ontexts.

Hen e using language

data to model plausibility is an indire t route. We use it in the absen e of any other kind
of training data for event plausibilities, and with the additional justi ation that there is
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plausibility knowledge that is learned through the medium of language. For example, many
people would

onrm that wizards are plausible agents of a jinxing event, even though it is

unlikely that they have dire tly witnessed su h an event.
We operate on the assumption that there is a link between the plausibility of the
(partial) event denoted by a verb-argument-role triple and the frequen y with whi h it
is en ountered in a

orpus.

Of

ourse, we

annot assume that

orpus-based plausibility

estimates will be perfe t, be ause humans usually make utteran es with the goal of
muni ating information to a hearer.

om-

Corpus frequen ies may be distorted for example if

ommonpla e events are not deemed worthy of expli it dis ussion, or if infrequent events
are per eived as more informative or interesting, and therefore are dis ussed more often than
they are experien ed. In addition, data sparseness often turns a frequen y estimate into a
seen-unseen

lassi ation in pra ti e.

triples en ountered in

However, we observed that verb-argument-relation

orpora were rated as signi antly more plausible than unseen triples

in a previous norming study (Padó, 2007), indi ating that events des ribed in a
generally plausible. Our

orpus are

lass-based smoothing approa h attempts to distinguish between

events that are unseen, yet plausible, and those that are unseen and implausible. We take
the performan e of our implemented semanti

model as an indi ation that

su ient information about verb-argument-role plausibility for su

orpus data yields

essful modeling.

Finally, the parameter setting pro ess for the SynSem-Integration model yielded two
interesting observations. Both are relevant to the predi tion of Revision
that the model's performan e improves as the inuen e of the synta ti

ost. The rst is

ranking on the global

ranking grows stronger. Whi h model dominates the global ranking does not inuen e the
Coni t

ost fun tion, as it only registers disagreement between the two models. However,

the predi tions of the Revision

ost fun tion depend on whi h analysis is preferred initially.

If the preferred analysis is determined by synta ti
model makes

is determined by semanti
di ulty.

preferen es, the SynSem-Integration

orre t predi tions about di ulty due to Revision. If the preferred analysis
plausibility, the model's predi tions do not mat h the observed

This appears to imply that plausibility information modulates, but does not

strongly determine, the preferred synta ti
the inuen e of themati

stru ture in pro essing.

Studies investigating

t on parsing indeed regularly nd that themati

t information

weakens, but does not eliminate Revision ee ts at disambiguation (e.g., Ferreira & Clifton,
1986; M Rae et al., 1998; Clifton et al., 2003).
The weakening of Revision di ulty due to themati

t information is implemented

in the SynSem-Integration model by the If-Worse Revision

ost fun tion that only predi ts

di ulty when the new interpretation is less semanti ally plausible than the revised interpretation. This means that no di ulty is predi ted on the item level if the
interpretation makes semanti
only models using this

hange of preferred

sense. Our exploration of the parameter spa e showed that

ost fun tion were able to predi t the

the experimental data. Note that the preferen e for this
the model assigns no di ulty at all in a

orre t pattern of di ulty in

ost fun tion does not mean that

ondition with a semanti

biguated reading. Due to noise in the items and in the semanti

bias towards the disammodel, this

ost fun tion

results in a redu ed, but not a zero di ulty predi tion.
Taken together, the
situation in whi h semanti
synta ti

ost fun tions of the SynSem-Integration model thus predi t a
information is used to

ontinually (and simultaneously) evaluate

de isions, but in whi h it does not immediately determine the synta ti

analysis of
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the input that the pro essor entertains. This des ription is realisti
of both semanti

given empiri al ndings

ee ts during the pro essing of an ambiguity (Trueswell, Tanenhaus, &

Garnsey, 1994; M Rae et al., 1998) and the observation that themati
su e to
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t does not ne essarily

an el out Revision ee ts at disambiguation.

One possible limitation to our model is the
di ulty predi tion, where

ombination of two

only one. This is due to our de ision to extend Jurafsky-style probabilisti
models, whi h, unlike

ost fun tions for

ompetition-based models su h as Spivey-Knowlton's (1996) use

onstraint-based models, explain the

grammar-based

onstru tion of synta ti

analyses

as well as the resolution of ambiguities. The di ulty predi tion me hanism in these models
overs only Revision situations and
situations. Similarly, the
ompletely
two

annot be easily adapted to also a

ost predi tion me hanism from

arry over to probabilisti

ost fun tions, both ultimately

has from previous linguisti

ount for Coni t

ompetition-based models does not

grammar-based models. Note that while we propose
ompute the support that the globally preferred parse

experien e (the

omponent models) and assumptions based on

earlier pro essing stages.
We have presented a wide- overage probabilisti

model of themati

and plausibility whi h is transparently integrated with a probabilisti
essor. While this model is able to a
data relating to semanti

role assignment

lexi o-synta ti

pro-

ount for a range of relevant judgment and reading time

plausibility, there remain of

ourse many dimensions of semanti

pro essing to be modeled. These in lude the role of dis ourse

ontext for the resolution of

ambiguous referen es (e.g., Altmann & Steedman, 1988; Spivey & Tanenhaus, 1998), the a ommodation of denite versus indenite NPs (Crain & Steedman, 1985; Spivey-Knowlton
& Sedivy, 1995), and the resolution of quantier s ope (Kurtzmann & Ma Donald, 1993).
We leave it to future work to extend the model to further semanti

phenomena, and explore

the s alability of the ar hite ture.
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